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Civility: The Greater Part Of Valor
by Linda Theis Thrasher
''Someone mnst teach lhat good manners,
disciplined behavior and civility ... are the lubricants that prevent lawyers from turning
into combat. More than that, it is really the
very glue that keeps an organized society
from falling apart . . . [i]n their highest role,
lawyers are - or should be - healers of conflict. In their highest role lawyers should try
to conciliate, mediate and arbitrl!le." (Chief
Justice Warren Burger)
One of the widespread concerns discussed
in the legal profession today is the conduct of
members towards each other. It seems peculiar that members in a learned profession
need to spend tin\e deciding how to treat each
other. However, many members of the bar
recognize that the problem of civility is becoming more "acute." In response to this decJine of professionalism, over one-half of the
state bar associations have either' studied or
adopted some type of civility code. Of those
bar associations that :!lave not adopted a formal code, many instead have formed committees to study the problem.
a. Breakdown of Civility
The decline in civility among lawyers is attributed to many factors. Some believe incivility has resulted from the preliferation of
lawsuits in the last decade and the .increasingly .large~ ot lawyers being admitted to
the bar. One-lawyer recogx:rizes that the size
Qf the bar• n,ow caused him to· lQse personal contact with many lawyers noting that ..
[i]t's easier, to .mi&treat SOllleone yo'1,-~'t
know." With the increase of lawsuits, the notion has also developed that the law is more
of a business than a profession. This notion is
e:11i<lenced by the requirements of many law
firms to have_ their attorneys meet annual
minimum billable hours. Many law finns require their attorneys to bill as many as 2,000
hours per year - a harsh justification for
paying them higher salaries. The consequent
lack of balance in personal lives no doubt
contributes to intemperate conduct.
Additionally, finns are developing extensive marketing strategies to attract clients
from a limited base, causing firms to focus
more on a profit motive, and less on maintaining professional standards. According to
one source, the increase in incivility is be~
cause of the desire of lawyers and law firins
for greater profits. "Greed ranks high on most
lists." One judge also suggests that lawyers
are "governed" by this profit motive and that
they do not know each otper or trust each other.
Others believe that the breakdown in civility started with the extensive involvement of
lawyers in the Watergate affair. Chief Judge
Bauer of the Seventh Circuit attributes the
problem of incivility, in part, to the "postW atergate mentality that 'the way to handle
problems is to beat-someone up."' Still others
point the finger to firms that are actually
"conditioning" their lawyers to employ such

tactics. These firms are training their lawyers
to intimidate other lawyen, either vetbally or
through such tactics as delaying filing motions and "running up the tab."
This decline in professionalism has not
only resulted in a breakdown of civility, but
has also caused a -breakdown in the enjoyment of professional life. One lawyer states
that the "gamesmanship; posturing and bickering among lawyers has taken much of the
fun out of litigation." The president of the
Minnesota State Bar Association states that
incivility among lawyers is a "negative aspect
of our professional lives."
b. State and Local Bar Associations Ini-

tiate Studies
-State and local bar associations have aggressively responded to concerns about pro~
fessionalism. Many associations have formed
committees or special commissions to study
pro(es-sionalism, often comprised of local
judges and practicing ~ y s . The t"esults
and accomplishments of these committees are
compiled in various fonns. Some groups
drafted findings and wrote_recommendations.
Other groups drafted model creeds of professionalism and others plan to produce every~
thing from handboe.ks to videotapes oµ professionalism.
The commission studying professionalism
have p?09UCed a -wide variety of Iecolilllli;Ild.ations. The Tort and InsmancePractice Section of the AmeriCl!ll Bar ,Association, for example, issued a "Lawyer's Creed of
P:r.ofessjonalism." One part of the creed emphasizes the importance ofadvij:ing clients on ·
civility; "civility an4 courtesy are not to be
equated with weakness." Similarily, the mod~
el creed adopted by the Arizona State Bar Association emphasizes infonning the client of
the importance of civility and courtesy to the
opposing party.
In Florida, the Bar Commission on Lawyer
Professionalism produced a comprehensive
report on improving civility, not only among
members of the bar, but also within the
state's law schools. The report suggested that
law school facilities should adopt the statement of "Ethical and Professional Responsibilities of Law Professors" being promulgated by the American Association of Law
Schools in order to "enhance the position of
law professors as role models to students."
The recommendations -issued by the Commission further emphasized the importance of faculty mem~s as role models when it recognized that:
"[l]awyers enter the profession through
the portals of law schpols. Thus, law
schools are the logical beginning point
for developing concep~ of professionalism in future lawyers. Law schools can
foster notions of professionalism by requiring both faculty and staff to conduct
themselves in an ethical and professional manner. Members of the faculty are
natural role models for students, and fa-

culties -can .further professionalism by
requiring professional conduct among
their peers and colleagues." _
Other committees also focused on the role
of judges in enhancing professionalism, In Illinois. for example, the state's bar association's Special Committee on Professionalism
recommended that the bar must "enhance the
awareness of lawyers and judges to report infractions of ethical rules and standards." The
Committee believed that effective education
must be \Dldertaken to ''remove the stigma on
those who disclose misconducl" In its extensive report, the Committee also emphasized
the importance of teaching ethics in law
school. The Committee believed that ethics
should be "weaved" mto law schools' procedmal and substantive courses. In addition, the
report recommended that law school faculties
should also be involved in legal irofessionalism since they serve as role models to the students.
In Tennessee., the Nashville Bar Associatibn enumerated "Standards
IntraProfessional Conduct." One provision states
that lawyers should never "intentionally-em~
~ass another attorney and should avoid
personal criticism of him or her in the pres'2lce of the client or other counsel" In short,
the standar~ recommended that, "a lawyer
should leave the argument af the courtroom
door." -The Dallas: Bar Association's Creed
focused on eliminating ''Rambo" tactics. One
part of the association's creed states that lawyer:s should reco_gnize that ueffective advocacy d~ -110trequire·aruagoni$tic or obnoxious

of

behavior."
-While the liar -associiuions dial have addressed :inciviljcy ha,ve.:sugges~ varying Tecommerniations, similar factors ~ in
~ y of the ~ I t s. N~Iy all of them have
ado.Hte<i CQdes -<!f cree¢; of CQnducl rp he!p
minimize incivility. I t is also apparent that
there is great concern that law schools --: the
"portals" of which lawyers enter the law profession - are not integrating ethics into the
curriculum other than through a professional
responsibility course. More interestingly,
however, a number of reports also emphasize
the importance of law school faculties in
serving as a role model for law sbldents.
Here at William Mitchell, the efforts of the
Student Ethics Committee have successfully
encouraged the faculty to integrate ethics into
procedural and substantive courses. The efforts of the Student Ethics· Committee should
be pursued further by the law school's faculty, particularly with regard to civility. The faculty should consider adding instruction on
the conduct of professional lawyers toward
another and the importance of civility. Additionally, the faculty should adopt its own
code of conduct- A code of civility for the faculty woula not only foster a more he.ilthy
working environment, but also provide role
models for students at William Mitchell of
what professionalism really means.

Mapplethorpe Obscenity
Trial Acquittal
by Tamara Tegeler
After a two-hour deliberation, jurors in the
Mapplethorpe obscenity trial acquitted The
Cincinnati Contemporary Arts Center an~ its
director, Demris Barrie, of obscenity charges
for displaying photographs by the late Robert
Mapplethorpe. Five of the photos had homoerotic themes and two _of the photos showed
nude children. The photographs were part of
an exhibition at the Contemporary Arts Center last spring.
The trial is unique because it is the first to
involve a suit h-ought against an art museum
over the contents of an exhibit. Although the
defense would have liked to characterize the
case as dealing with First Amendment rights
and artistic freedoms, the trial focused on
whether the photographs were obscene, using
the Sµpreme Cowt' s three part test. Although
the jury instructions are not yet available, the
Supreme Court case, Miller-v. California. 413
U.S. 15 (1973), laid out the following threepart test (all parts must be met) for identifying material which may be banned as ob-

scene:

a

The
average
person,
applying
contemporary community standards,
would find that the work, taken as a
whole, appeals to prurient interests;
2. The work depicts or descn'bes, in a
patently offensive way, sexual conduct
specifically defined by the applicable
state law; and
3. The work, _taken as a whole.· lacks
serious literary, artistic. political or
scientific value.
In the present case, the jurors found that
the photographs appealed to the prurient interest and depicted sexual conduct in a patently offensive way, but failed to detennine the
photographs had no artistic value.
The jury was comprised of four men and
four women. As reported by Isabel Wilkerson
of the NY Times, juror Anthony Eckstein
commented, ''We (the jury) thought the pictures were lewd, grotesque, disgusting, but
like the defense said, art doesn't have to be
beautiful or pretty. Mr. Eckstein further commented, "It (the exhibit) was missing an ingredient. It had artistic value, and that's what
kept it from being obscene." The NY Times
article also stated that Arts Center Director,
Dennis Barrie, "found the verdict all the more
vindicating given the compo\;ition of the jury.
It was made up mostly of working class people who had never heard of his rmiseum and
who were widely expected to rubber-stamp
_the wishes of anti-pornography groups."
· According to the LA Times, defense attorney H. Louis Sirkin, characterized the verdict
as a "serious blow" to anti-obscenity groups'
efforts. Sirkin said, "This says to the people
who are trying to shm down museums and
tell people what they can say and what they
can see that they'd better realize that there is
a protection, and it's the best document ever
written." referring to the U.S. Constitution.
1.

SBA To Conduct Referendum: Should Student Activity Fund Be Raised?---by Deane M. Roe, 2nd Year,§ 3

SBA Representative.
I. Student Fee Referendum.
The week of November 5, the SBA Board
of Directors will be conducting a referendum
in Hachey Commons regarding the issue of
student activity fees. Presently, each student
pays $10.00/semester and the proposal has
been made that present needs require a $15 increase to $25.00/student/semester.
The proposal, submitted to the Board at the
October 13 meeting by SBA Treasurer David
Edwards, asks that the $15.00 increase be allotted as follows:
$3.00 per semester for The-Opinion to fill
the $6,000 need;
• $2.00 per semester to fund the MJF
clerkship of$4,400 (for 1-1/2 clerkship
positions filled by WMCL sbldents); and

• $10.00 per semester to the program
committee. This yea:t, the committee
received requests from the various student
groups totalling approximately $25,000
and had only $11,700 to allocate.
The referendum will have a line next to
each of the above three items, giving the voter
the opportunity to vote yes/no to each item.
There are a few things that voters should
consider reg-arding the increase. First, we
have been \Dlable to _find records of any past
increase of dues. Assuming there to have been
none; the dues of $10.00/semester have been
constant since 1977 when the SBA was incorporated
The number of active student groups has
increased by 50% in each of the last 2·years.
More groups obviously result in the request
for more SBA funds.
As the above figures show, requests are

currently (over) double the budgel .This does
~ot include The Opinion budgel Even tho~gh
not all students have the time or perhaps the
- interest to participate in one or more of the
student groups, these groups do add a richness
to WMCL by providing education outside the
law school curriculum, valuable assistance regarding jobs and legal professional organizations, and peer support to the law sbldent. The
proposed increase will allow the groups to increase the quantity and quality of their services.
The flip side is that students will be asked
to pay $30.00 per year more than they do
now. Statistically, this represents roughly a
03% increase for full-time students.
As stated previously, the referendum voting
will be held the week of November 5. Please
note that you will be required to produce
some sort ot ID (ie., WMCL, Driver's Li-

cense, etc.) to vote, even if you know the person handing out the ballots.
II. SBA Board Election Process
Another issue that will likely come to the
SBA members for referendum (probably not
\Dltil next semester) has to do with the voting
process for electing the SBA Board of Directors. The process has recently been brought
\Dlder fire for producing a non-diverse Board.
SBA Board members are sqliciting input
from the SBA (the student body) regarding
this issue. because as yet no proposal has
been accepted, although suggestions have
beenmade.
One written proposal calls for the Board to
be comprised of specific percentages from
various groups: 20% persons of color, 50%
women; 2 persons with different abilities; and

(Continued on Page 6)
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Constructi·v e Criticism
As this particular Opinicn issue demonstrates, as well as many pripr issues have, many
people have~ abiliiy to tear down _and leave toIIL-down those things they criticize. Basically, I am refemng to the mass of !errors t'o the Editor that the Opinion staff receives that relend~ly anack .and yet ~solutions or al.tematives to the problems raised.
For ~ranee,.°!". the last ISSUe of the Opinion, Professor Heidenreich's letter refers to Professor Oliphant s Up From the Ashes-... ., article which was published in 16 Wm Mitchell L.
Rev. 1.175, (~990), as "revisio~t~aganda" and then.suppons his thesis by pointing om
the amcle s ~corr~l grammar m one mstance, the use of euphemistic tenninology in another, and. the rrusspe~g of a person's name. Professor Oliphant's arriclemay be "revisionist."
b~t l di~ not leam .this from Etofessor Heidenreich 's letter. I did learn thaLProfessor Heidenreich thinks very little of Professor Oliphant or, at least, this is the natural conclusion Professor Heidenreich's article supports.
. A~onally, this issue of the Opinwn has a letter signed by a number of srudents criticiz.
~ the Progr~ Committee, in particular, Chris Nelson and the SBA rbelieve that the letter
will speak for itself. I urge you to read it and ask yourself what emotions itevokes from you,
the.Tead~. Th~ ac.k yourself whether there was a better way to bring up these potenii.ally
v~d. pomts. As 11 .~tands, fbelieve this letter serves only to creaie two clearly divisive, antagorusnc groups argumg over everything but substantive issues.
. For ~ple ~ho are l ~ g to be lawyers or who may in fact be lawyers this is a destructive way m wh!ch .to bring comm~tary ro the fore. There is nothing wrong with pointing out
probl~, but n would be bem:r if we all tried to be problem solvers and attempt to provide
~c1~t s1,1-bstance to our :°.mmunications so th.al. others may understand the issues and participate m the problem solv.m g process. Such an approach results in constructive criticism. all
other approaches are merely critical.
·

Eric Doug las Larson

SBA President's Report
-Fairness or DiversityThe Student Bar Association is currently
looking at various options for student representation on the SBA.Board. The search for
alternative fonns of representation is founded
on a desire for diversity. But there is a conflict in views that I would like to distinguish. I
first ask a question: Does fairness achieve diversity? If it does, then we must define a
"fair" system. ff it does not, must fairness be
sacrificed for diversity?
I think it would be a fair proposition to say
that not all fair systems produce diversity.
The federal government has an electoral process. States like Rhode Island have two Senators compared with much larger states like
M~esota who also have two Senators. But it
can be reasonably argued that this equalizing
process of state representation does no.t reflect
diver~ity in the Senate. The lottery for parking
permits seemuelatively .fair, l;lut.isit diverse!
~f course ~ot, one may respond, but the point
is that a fair system does not necessarily favor
or pmmore diversity. ·
If.an electoral process is meant to represent
the people, the system must be fair so all persons may participate. in the process: Tiris fair
system is supposed to reflect the will of the
people. But is the wiU of the -people only reflectedibrough alottery?i.e., fairness? · ·
Diversity is an element that is not currently
reflected in all fair processes. The "people"
are made of many different persons of culture,
language, orientation, you name iL If
premise of the process is to "represent the
people," the diverse nature of our communily
should be reflected. If diversity is not reflected. the premise of our system is damaged.
It should be obvious why every person
would be hesitant to deviate from perceived
"fairness." But if fairness in itself does not
achieve diversity, are modifications to the
system necessary to execute the premise of an
electoral process?
_ No~ we are at the impasse of modifying
the current SBA electoral process. Do you
want diversity, or is that sacrifi~ to preserve
an absolute need for "fairness?" Are the two
~ciples. mu~lly. exclusive? Can we only
ac~e~e dive~ity with a "not so fair" system?
This_ is the pomt where people start pointing a
lot of fingers at each other and trying to label
one another with names that will strong arm
the other into submission.
I believe one proposed system has been
posted on the school walls, but that is not the
only s~stem being considt:red. Several people
are trymg to create an eqwtable proposal. I'm
sure each system is meant to preserve fairness
and promote diversity. However, the ultimate
decision will rest with the students. Consider
wh~t you really believe in. As you analyze the
vano~ proposals that will emerge, you may
see ~versity. but less fairness. You may see a
creatively fair process that promotes diversity
but does not guarantee iL Ask yourself what
must be done to achieve diversity. Will the
system represent the people? Is the balance of
interests fair? We might come up with a system that satisfies fairness and diversity. Maybe someone will strike a balance of interests
in the interest of equality that we can all live
with. Ultimately, the nature of the process
will be your choice. Vote.

the

Apology
Zachritz, Zachri12, Zacliritz. Naros & K ane
would like to extend our apologies to Book.store Broce Mills mdWilbur for the j ab regardirig theBoo;kstore hours.

P.adA 2

Editors:
Recent controversy about Equal Time article.
Enclosed is a copy of a recent memo that
has been distributed tp various srudent groups
regarding a recent issue of Equal Time. Also
enclosed is a copy of the subject article.
Equal Time has granted permission to reprint
the article. Responses are included from the
Gay/Lesbian Student Association, the Womyn's Law Caucus and the Women's Law
Student Association. We propose that the
memo as well as the article in question and
the student group responses be published.

Dear Members of
Women's Law Caucus:
The current issue of Equal Time, which is
distributed in Hachey Commons, contains an
ad that is grossly sexist, obscene, and phallocentric. The offending ad is on page 15.
This type of thing should be censured, if
not censored. Please, someone speak to the
Gay and Lesbian Association so that they will
not distribute this kind of garbage here.

A Concerned Student

Dean's Column
by James F. Hogg
President and Dean

by Roben McLeod

Letters To The Editors:

I spent a large part of the week of October
15 "in training" - two different programs of
training, in facL
The first program involved more than foriy
students, staff and faculty who spent three
four-hour sessions on "Prejudice Reduction
Training." The program was designed as one
of initial training for those who, themselves,
would later go on to train others. All present
at these sessions would agree, I thii1k, that the
program was a powerful experience. For myself, I was surprised at the deplh of feeling~
differenr issues that we. have lying just below
the surface and at the power of getting those
· feelings out where they can be looked aL
Once these feelings are truly recognized. it
. becomes much easier ·w deal with those feelings more effectively.
.
The three sessions were led by two women
from the National· Coalition Building Institute. Their skill was impressive ~d it is my
hope that they will come back again in the fua
ture. I would like to thank Eric Janus and the
Minority Affair Committee for arranging this
. program. The group of more than foriy who
went through this training are planning to
·- continue the' work they began. The expectation is that this group will develop a plan and
a strategy to share these :experiences with a
wider cross section of our community.
The second training program was of a completely different nature. It involves the development and use of computer based inslructional- programs on our WICAT computer.
We are the fust law school in the country to
create computer based teaching and testing
materi~ without having to master a programrrung language (such as UNIX or C) and
without having to use a programmer. The program compiling function is done by the computer. Hundreds and hundreds of hours of instructional matetial have already been
developed with the use of these machines.
William Mitchell bas the opportunity to be a
pioneer in the legal world. Last week. Anna
Cherry and I, in the space of several hours,
were able to create ·a functioning Contracts
Quiz delivered and graded by the computer,
and providing limjted feedback to the studenL
While the exercise was elemenftuy in design
~~ .con~pt, it offers promise of great possibilities m the future. We hope to encourage
experimentation by the faculty.
·

Editors:
I am writing in response to a statement
i:n-ade in the text of the September 1990 Opinion on page 8. I quote " ... the student body is
left to take sides based on their irrelevant affiliations .. . "
I take offense at that statement. I have no
.doubt that my affiliations. are irrelevant to
you just as my knowledge, opinions, ·feelings
~d very being are irrelevant to you. It is precisely the fact that you fmd me irrelevant that
I am protesting.
·
I resent being seen as irrelevanL Further
my affiliations are both chosen and valued. '
I challenge you. Is this good journalism?
In making such a judgement you dismiss a
valuable group of your peers, insult the student body intelligence and have people "taking sides" when only you insist on doing so.

Hope Jensen

Editors:

"Associate &litor' s Note: The Equal
Time Ad pictured an erect penis and f eatured the text: "Sexism Rears Its Unprotected Head. Men: Use CoNkJms or Beat
It. AIDS KILLS WOMEN" The comments
DCCOf!IP<UUed the ad;]

'This poster needs to be expanded rather
than censored. The implication here is that
penises are the only way that women have
sex. I think 'Use Condoms or Beat It' is
great, but face it, dykes need dental dams
and straight women like to be gone down
on too. So I say, keep the penis, but figure
out some way to just as graphically put
power in women's hands (and mouths)
over our own sexuality. EXPAND THE
VISION, DON'T ERASE IT. .

- Judith Katz
''.For my taste, there are far too many phallic symbols saturating the media. Restraint
would be welcome. I believe it's time to
emphasize the female - to show female
symbols as equal in value and, at times,
more valuable than the male symbol - in
order to help tum the scale toward a more
equal gender balance in society. But despite my negative feelings, I would not like
to censor this image." -Holly Hertel

In response to a recent memo from a "concerned" student referring to a recent article in
Equal Time which pictured an erect- periis,
charges were made that the article was sexist,
obscene and phallicentric [sic]. Such charges
are incorrect and misconstrue the article in its
entirety. The promotion which featured the
offending organ was part of a regional AIDS
campaign directed at heterosexuals and the
need for condom use within the straight community. The promotion emphasized that women are dying as a result of transmission of the
AIDS virus through heterosexual sex. The
promotion featured in Equal Time was part of
a larger feature on censorship within the gay/
lesbian community. Provided were the responses of two women to the promotion who
expressed not the need for censorship but the
expansion of ·such promotions to include such
~eas of risk to women other than through pe.
nile contact The article in no way was demeaning- to women or rneri but dealt with the
issues involved by using graphic images to
convey messages in dealing with a deadly disease, namely AIDS. Once again the entire
segment was devoted to the issue of censorship and must be viewed in that context to be
correctly assessed. Viewed in that context and
the manner in which the promotion· was presented, no apology is necessary.

on behalf of the Lesbian/Gay
Student Association
James E. Clarke.

Dear Concerned Student:
It was with incredulity that we read your
note addressed to the Women's Law Caucus.
It is apparent you know not of what you
speak, or that you are willing to deliberately
distort the facts in order to trash others.
The ad you complained about in the August
31-September 14, 1990 issue of Equal Time is
not really an ad in the context in which it was
presented in Equal Time. It was part of a serious report on censorship. The debate centered
on whether or not the image presented should··
be censored.
If you were truly concerned about this
"ad," then you certainly would have taken the
time to place it in its correct contexL And. if
you were so truly concerned, then you would
have ~tten a letter to Equal Time to express
your dismay. Instead, you called for the elimination of the newspaper from distribution at
William Mitchell.
You addressed your "concerns" anonymously to the Gay and Lesbian Association,
but not directly. You asked the Women's Law
Caucus and the Womyn Law Students' Association to talk to the Gay and Lesbian Association. If this is an attempt to divide and conquer, it is not working.
_
The Women's Law Caucus and the Womyn
Law Students' Association refuse to be party
to an attempt to discredit our Brothers and
Sisters in the Gay and Lesbian Student Association. And we refuse to participate in the
e~imination of what is the most respected Lesbian/Gay newspaper in the Twin Cities.
Dear "Concerned Student," we see you for
who you are. Your homophobia is apparent.

Kathy Forbes, for the Women's
Law caucus
Sue Nipe, for the Womyn Law
Student's Association

Dear Editor
As I have observed what has taken place
over the past two years at William Mitchell. I
would like to pose the following question:
What have we really learned during this
time? .
I'm not speaking about the legal knowledge we have acquired but rather what we
have learned by observing the behavior of
those around us. In an effort to help you
come up with an answer to my query, I pose
a series of questions for you to ponder.
1. Have you learned to criticize in a positive, constructive manner or have you learned
to just criticize?; 2. Do you expect others to
change their behavior while you remain unchanging?; 3. Have you learned to respect
the different opinions and feelings of others
or do you selectively choose to validate only
those opinions and feelings which closely re~ l e ~our own'?; 4. Do you ji,nnp to conclusions-or do yotr seek om die facts 'fitst?; s-:
Are your words used to communicate or are
they weapons you wield?; 6. Do ytnr give
others the benefit of the doubt or do you just
doubt the motives of others?; 7. Are you the
only one who really knows what is right and
what is wrong?; 8. Do you dislike the behavior of others because in fact you yourself behave similarly?; 9. Have you learned how to
build or have you learned to tear down?; 10.
Do you focus on the differences in others and
label those differences 'as negative or do you
respect the differences in all of us?
Only you know the answers that are truly
yours to these questions. I raise these questions because I still have much to learn about
myse~ and about others and I wanted to try
and raise your consciousness in this area.

Randy Moder
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New Mitchell Trustee Debate
BLSA Black Law
Students Association
To: Board of Trustees, Faculty, and Students; William Mitchell College of Law
RE: Makeup of Board of Trmtees, William
Mitchell College of Law
We the undersign~ as officers of the
Black Law Student Association of William
Mitchell College of Law, write to ex~ our
concern regarding some recent developments
and the cmrent makeup of the Board of Trustees of this law school.
First of all, we are extremely saddened and
disappointed that the only African American
member of the Board of Trustees, Ms. Josie
R. Jolmson, saw it necessary to resign from
the Board because, as she stated in her letter
of resignation, "[m]y experience on the Board
and my involvement in the work of the Board
through the committee structure have raised
serious concerns for me." She further states,
"I feel the environment at Mitchell does not
support and encourage diversity nor civility
and is presently unable to prepare students to
defend our freedom of speech."
We undeI'stand that some trustees have stated that Ms. Jolmsonwas pressured to resign.
We feel that such a statement fails to recognize Ms. Johnson as a strong and independent
thinker and characterizes her as one who cannot articulate her own reasons for her resignatioJL We are disappointed .that some trustees
have chosen to portray Ms. Johnson's resignation in this manner.
The issues raised in Ms. Johnson's resignation letter regarding the cmrent environment
at William Mitchell College of Law, have had
ail extremely negative effect on the current
African American students at the school. Law
school is a difficult undertaking for African
American students in the best of times. The
cmrent attnosphere at William Mitchell
makes that undertaking even more difficult.
We understand in the wake of Ms. Johnson's resignation, two African Americans
have been elected to the Board of Trustees;
Mr. Owen Heggs and Ms. Hazel O'Leary. We
have serious reservations regarding Mr.
Heggs.
Mr. Heggs is a citi7.en of Cleveland, Ohio,
with no apparent connection with Minnesota.
It is our understanding that in order ro be successful as a trustee, one must actively attend
subcommittee and committee meetings. We
are concerned that Mr. Heggs would not actively attend these meetings and would ·therefore be an ineffective board member.
In addition, we are .c oncerned that Mr.
Heggs was elected to the Board merely because he is a partner in a large raw firm
(Jones, Day, Reavis, & Pogue) which has a
philosophy of no afr-mnative actiOJL (Please
see Dean Hogg's memorandum to Deb Fish
and Shirley Schoffelman attach~) It is interesting to note that Dean Hogg was most impressed by Mr. Heggs' belief in Jones, Day,
et al. no affirmative action philosophy while
at the same time the Dean served as the president of a legal institution which declares on
its letterhead that it is an "Affirmative Action
Employer."
Mr. Heggs' election to the Board of Trustees as a black nonaffirmative action employer raises a series of questions with African
American law students regarding William
Mitchell's committnent to affirmative action.
Notwithstanding Mr. Heggs' tenure on the
Board of Trustees, we are disturbed that the
Board somehow overlooked several local
prominent African American attorneys, business leaders and community leaders who are
more than qualified to sit on the Board. Mere
review of any Minnesota African American
leadership list would reveal these candidates.
For your review and consideration we have
attached a list of African Americans who we
feel would be qualified to serve on the Board
of Trustees. In contacting most of these individuals, we fmd that none had been contacted
by the Nominating Committee regarding service on the Board of Trustees. Of the individuals listed, most are willing to serve on the
Board.
We feel the Board of Trustees should be
expanded to include some of the persons on
this lis~ We also strongly feel there should be
at least one African American on the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees who
has a strong committnent to racial diversity.
In additio~ we are disappointed that thus
far the Board of Trustees have refused to participate in the William Mitchell-Minnesota
Minority Lawyers Association Implementation Commi~ which is meeting in an attempt to resolve specific issues which led to
the MMLA call for the Boycott of William
Mitchell. This boycott is still in place. We

feel that there should be a trustee at these
very important meetings.
We are fmther disappojpted that the administration has refused to conciliate the dispute
with Professor Mary Dean as requested by
the Minnesota Department of Human Rights
after their finding of probable cause that William Mitchell ~ a t e d against Professor
Dean. We feel that the Board of Trustees
should take a leadership role in resolving this
issue.
We hope ~at you all give serious consideration to the issues we have raised in this letter. We would prefer to just study the law.
But it is becoming increasingly difficult to do
so in such an attnosphere of bitterness and divisiveness.
We welcome any comments you may have.
We specifically request that the Board of
Trustees individually or collectively respond
to this letter by the first day of fall classes,
which is, August 20, 1990.
·

Michael Dees, President
Pamela Boney, Vice President*
*The Vice President agrees in the principles of this letter, however she was unavailable for signature.

William L. Dooley, Jr., Secretary
Hope Jensen, Treasurer
To: Deb Fish, Shirley Schoffelman
From: Jim Hogg
Date: May 30, 1990
RE: V~it with Owen Heggs
Rolf Engh and I were met at the aiiport by
Owen Heggs and spent much of the day with
him. A most gracious host, he was both interesting and stimulating and would make an excellent addition on the Board We extended
the invitation on behalf of the Nominating
Committee. He indicated he would accept
subject to clearance with Dick Pogue, the
firm's managing partner. He will try to let us
know on Friday or Monday,
He has substantial educational experience.
He was a faculty m~ber of Case Western
Law School for three and a half years. His
wife is a tenured professor there in the Sociology Department His interests are in the
healthcare field including both ~ e r s ~d
the elderly. He serves and has served mi other
boards including that of a community college.
He believes in the firm's philosophy of no

quotas, no ajfirmalive action - admission by
proven qualificaJions. He will bring a new
perspective to the Board - that of a representative of a 1000 lawyer law firm (400 partners), one of the leading law firms in the
country. He is a litigator who loves actual
casework.
He joined the firm "of counsel" in 1979
and was made a partner in 1981. He was appointed recently to the firm's task force on
minority hiring. He is also a member of their
"Art Sefection" Committee and likes music.
He is involved in a lead-based paint lawsuit and in that context is working with Mark
Whitehead of the Popham, Haik firm.
He mentioned that he will be inducted next
week into a Case Western. "Benchers' Inn." I
have a copy of the charter statement of this
organization. It has about 100 members and is
primarily designed, to recognize success in the
profession and community for graduates of
Case Western. They also occasionally· induct
leaders of the bar from other schools as well
as a faculty member selected each year. This

is a model we should give serious consideration to. How about Eking Lloyd Shervheim
to consider organizing? Could be a good prestige program and connection for deferred giving.

July 25, 1990
Dear Mr. Dees, Mr. Dooley, and Ms. Jenson:
I have received a copy of your memo ro the
Board of Trustees, Faculty and Students.
I am disappointed that you declined my invitation to meet with members of BI.SA. I
hope you will reconsider that decision face-to-face discussion could liave avoided
mistaken and hurtful references in the materi~
al you distributed. and could lead to construe. tive dialogue in the future.
Your remarks about Mr. Heggs and about
the College are founded on a basic mistake of
fact. As my memo of July 20 said, Mr.
Heggs' record, including his record on affirmative action, speaks for itself. Likewise, the
College's record on affmnative action, as
well as my own, speak for themselves. My
own personal views, as well as the actions of
· the College, clearly support affmnative action. However, I clearly distinguish between
quotas, on the one hand, and affirmative action on the other. The College has taken
many steps in pursuit and support of affmnative action over the past five years.
It is unfortunate that you did not circulate
my memo of July 20 with or after the other
materials you circulated. A copy is attached.
Had you d9ne so, your audience would have
understood that the memo you circulated was
never proofread or signed by me, was inaccu. rate as pointed out, and was improperly removed from a private office and, as I 1mderstand, circulated anonymously. Law students,
as well as lawyers, must be especially careful
about issues of fact - I wish you had come
to see me first before you issued your memo.
Like you, I am disappointed that Ms. Johnson decided to resign. Mr. Libera and L as
well as other members of the Board, met with
her to discuss her views and share ideas. We
have wmked diligently to increase minority
representation on the Board of Trustees as
well as on the Corporation and we have made
substantial. progress. In this COJUlection, I
wish to thank you for the list of candidates
you suggested. I anticipate that the Nominating Committee of the Board will be working
to fill the vacancy as quickly as possible.
I hope that the College and BI.SA can engage in useful and helpful joint activities towards jointly shared goals. For example. I
have communicated to Mr. Jarvis Jones my
belief that
most important issue over the
next five years is the provision of increased
financial aid for William Mitchell students.
The majority of our scholarship support currently goes to minority students. It is to be anticipated that increased funding would in tum
lead to increased aid for minority students.
BI.SA can help the College achieve that and
other important goals. .
I value the presence of Bl.SA members at
the College and it saddens me that continued
criticism of the College by the MMLA could
have a-negative impact on a number of important initiatives continued
begun towards
the goal of improved diversity.
Yours sincerely,

one

·or

James F. Hogg
President and Dean

MEMORANDUM

TO:JimHogg
·FROM: Chris Jones and Sandy GlassRieany, Members of the WMCL lntple-

mentation Committee
RE: Recent co.rrespondence regarding the
composition of the Board of Trustees
DATE: July 27, 1990
We are concerned about your responses to
BI.SA and the implementation committee regarding your May 30 memo to Deb Fish and
Shirley Schoffelman. We believe your May
30 memorandum. unfortunately, speaks for itself. Your May 30 memorandum stated that
Owen Heggs "believes in [his] firm's philosophy of no quotas, no affmnative action - admission by proven qualifications."
Your explanation. that you only meant to
express an opposition to quotas and not to affmnative action is not persuasive. Your July
20 memo to our committee states that quotas
were a "logical topic for [you] to have dis·cussed [with Mr. Heggs] since a potential
new trustee would obviously want to know
that he was being invited on the merits and
not as part of any 'quota."' We .do not think
quotas are a logical topic to discuss with potential new trustees, and certainly are not an
"obviously" logical topic of discussioJL Were
quotas discussed with white prospective trustees, or just with Mr. Heggs? Why would you
as.sume that Mr. Heggs would be worried that
he was being invited to the Board on the basis
of anything other than merit?
You mention iil both of your memoranda
(of July 20 to the implementation committee
and July 25 to Bl.SA) that the College has
"taken many steps in pursuit and support of
affmnative action. over the past five years."
We do not believe that the College's incremental efforts warrant such self-serving
praise. After all, within the same time period,
the College has been the. subject of major allegations of race discrimination and retaliation; the College has received an adverse
probable cause determination by the State Departtnent of Human Rights; the College has
been deemed worthy of a boycott by the
state's largest and mosf influential group of
minority lawyers, inler alia, because of the
College's failure to afford a tenured professor
of color procedural due process in its employ- .
ment practices; and the College recently lost
a valuable Trustee who decided that the College "did not support and encourage diversity." This is indeed a ''record that speaks for itself." ,
In light of the College's embarrassing history regarding race relations and discrimination issues, we think it imprudent to take an
adversarial stance against BI.SA and MMLA.
as you do in your memoranda to BI.SA. We
do not think BI.SA should be chastised for
anything, least of all for showing responsibility in addressing issues of concern to their
constituency. Moreover, your reference to
them allegedly operating under "a basic mistake of fact" is itself inaccurate. There seems
to be no question that the May 30 memorandum was generated by you; thus BI.SA was
free to interpret your words in the manner
they did. Your subsequent explanation of the
May 30 memorandum does not convincingly
change the "facts."
We look forward to discussing these matters with you at a future Implementation
Committee meeting.

SBA Reforms Needed--------by Margie Sketton & Jennifer Kurud
What is the Student Bar Association
(SBA)? We in the first year class have heard
that we are members, but we don't quite believe iL We read something about SBA in the
student handbook, we kn.ow that they run a
used bookstore, we know they had something
to do with redecorating Hachey Commons,
and we elected someone frpm our section to
be on the board. The averag~ first year. student knows little about the SBA because, until the elections six weeks into the semester,
the SBA has not been accountable to the first
year class. We were not informed of the fee
allocation process, issues being discussed or
decisions being made. The poorly run elections reinforced the message that it was not
important that first year students get involved.
The first year class. has given the SBA over
$3,000 in dues so far this yea:r. As members
of the SBA we are entitled.to know where our
mcmey went The minutes of SBA meetings

are not published in T1ie Dockn and are not
easily accessible. Recently we noticed that an
amendment coming before the board was
posted on the bulletin board in Hachey Commons. This is an obscure place to post something of such importance. The minutes of the
the SBA meetings should be published in The
Docket so that every member of the SBA has
the opportunity to read them rather than those
members- that walk through the hallway in
Hachey Commons, First year students would
have been better informed had the minutes as
well as a summary of carry-over issues been
available.
During orientation, Bob Mcleod asked the
first year class to "get involved," particularly
in the SBA. The SBA sent a clear message in
the way that first year elections were run that
it was not important to the SBA that the first
year students get involved. Elections were
held in the fifth week of class on Wednesday.
Apparently the SBA decided this on Tuesday
night since most candidates were given one

night~s notice ro prepare speeches. At_ least
one candidate did not have .any time to prepare. Most students did not kn.ow who was
nmning for the SBA until the speeches were
given. The elections were held, immediately
after the speeches, not allowing any time to
get to know the candidates or their views. We
were told that the results would be posted in
two days, when in fact they were not posted
for over a week. If the results had been posted
at the specified time our class would have had
representation at the SBA meeting held that
week. The entire election process left many
of the first year class with the impression that
the SBA is unorganized and uninterested in
first year students' involvement. The SBA
should reform the election process allowing
first year students more time to get to know
the candidates as well as the issues the board
will be voting on.
First year students are members of the
SBA. We hope that next year the SBA will be
accountable to these new members, allowing
for more informed, better organized elections.

· Paaa3

FISHING _ _ _ _ _ __
. . . ..Power up. an

.br Richard Kent' Ellison
I. Concerns

A. I hes_itare to lay down any kind of format for this column and get into some sort of
rut. Part of the value of this column .is its
pure unpredictability. For example, if I were
to say that this column is generated by an independent entity, possibly some sort of demon using my body as a vehicle for: pmposes
unknown. this might prick the readers interest to read on. Please note that I cannot disprove such a theory. In fact such a theory can
be used to my advantage for if I have nothing
to do with the contents of this colwnn then I
should not be held responsible for its contents. H I were to imply the existence of demonic forces in the universe and suggest that
I may be afflicted by them, would this not
qualify as unpredictable and challenge the
reader to go on'!
B. Star Trek trivia
Should I print the damn answers or not? I
suppose I shall to put the issue to bed. But
the answers will be delivered like a response
to interrogarorie.s w here the very questions
that were asked before- are reprinted. In this
way the appearance is given that work went
into the generation of the column because of
the quantity of words, just as rewriting the
questions when answering interrogatories
given the appearance of work.
1. Easy - Hamline level
a. What is the main difference between
phaser #1 and phaser #2?
Phaser #2 looks like a pistol. It is at least
lOx more powerful than. the smaller stupid
looking phaser #1 you !rigger with your
thumb. Phaser #1 actually fits into the top of
phaser #2. Authority: episode called '.'flbsession."
b. What was the only episode in which
Kirk ordered a double-red alert? The Kodosthe-executioner episode - "Conscience of
the King."
2. Harder - Mitchell level
a. In what episode did Kirk order phasers
to be faed at 1/lOOth power'!
The MS/Daystrom episode - '"The Ultimate Computer."
b. In what episode did Kirk use the phaser
rifle'!
- The very first episode ever aired "Where No Man Has Gone Before." ·
c. In w~t episode did Kirk use the phaser
mortar'!
The Gorn episode - "Arena."
3. Hardest - U ofM level
a. In w.hat episode did Kuk 'o rder phasers
to fire, but we all really saw photon torpedoes come 'out'!
~
. .
The tactical-war-against-Romulan-ship episode--' "Balance of Terror."
b. In what episode were phasers and photon torpedoes fired simultaneously?
During the teaser (the beginning part before the first commercial) of "Errand of Mercy."
4. Bonus challenge - Medical school level
- topic not µmited to phasers
a. In what episode did Spock say these exact words:

insttummts activated. an
lights green, all go"
·
·· ·
The big fmry Simian-infested-planet-that~
the-shuttl-=raft-aash-landed-on episode 'The Galileo Seven."
b. What is the hardest substance known to
Star-fleet'!
Callididi1UD or a reasonable approximation
of this word. Authority: "Balance of Terror."

purpose or mez:clwuahility is heRby disclaimed. Any remedies a reasonable person.

Il. Advertisements
A. Come see 'Dr. Sphincter and the Hungez' at First Avenue's 7th Street entry on

B. Read thoroughly only cases that interest
you. The rest of the cases (the majority of
them) just get the facts (what happened) and
skip the rest (the court's explanation of the
law and applications of law to fact). Let the
professor explain to you and rely on the principles of law and application of law to fact
given by professor during class. Remember it
is his or her version of the law that's important. This method of assimilating only the
facts allows you to "stay with" the .reasoning
process of the professor and the rest of the
class during class time, which is the essence
of learning the law. H you are out of touch
with the reasoning process that goes on during class, you are bumm,ing whether you read
the cases or not.
Warnings: This method assumes, of
course, that you go to every class and are
awake. Also, don't panic at the end of the semester when you ta1k to people who have
read all the cases thoroughly. Hyou have the
professors version of the law you'll be fine.
Disclaimer: The disclaimer as given in A
applies with at least as much force here in B.

Halloween Night, Wednesday, OctoM 31,
1990 at 9:45 or so (probably later thQiigh as
another band goes before us) featuring your
author on drums. Spend lots of dough there.
As of this date, 10/20/90, the gig is green for
go.
B. All assets are currently for sale. Call
872-4772 for details.
C. Temporary employment available 10
hours per week following me around and doing whatever I say. Flexible evening hours
available to right candidate. Women and minorities encouraged to apply. Send resume
and full color photo to same # above.
Author's official position on Editor-inChief Stipend
The issue has transcended the reahn of rational discourse and has entered the reahn of
emotionalism·and power struggle. As penalty
· to both sides allowing the issue to degenerate
into this present state, all monies should be
donated anonymously to charity selected by
random drawmg. Under no circumstances
should the money be allowed to revert back
to the general fund.
IV. Authors suggestions for first year students who want to do average (B-).
A. Buy an S/A (Super-America) thermal
cup (and not the wussy 12-oz. or even 20-oz;
size but the full husky momma 48-oz. size).
The cup can be used to take all meals out of
from coffee in the A.M. to your Mac &
Cheese in the P .M. With a little practice in
mug control, (MVC), you'll learn how it can
accommodate a full eight course meal.
You'll fmd the mug can comfortably hold
one of those huge 24-oz. Schlitz Malt Liquor
"Master Cylinders" on ice. Further, if you
are too lazy to get out of bed when h\Dlg over
you can gorch in it. When you graduate from
law school why not retire the mug in your office to remind you of your glory days at
WMCL
Warnings: If one plans to display the mug
in the office one should encase it in a helium
field magnetic·vacuum ·field core because after three years of author's suggested use the
mug becomes a bio-hazaid. Therefore, those
of you not graduatjng in three years for whatever reason are warned to either cease using
the mug, or to purchase another. For further
information 1:9ntact the University of Minnesota High Energy Plasma Physics Lab.
Disclaimers: Any reliance on this article is
at the reader's own risk. The author guarantees neither the accuracy nor the safety of
these suggestions. Any warranties express or
implied th!tt could conceivably arise from
this article including fitness for a particular
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Rumor Has It.~.

might drink the-r.eader has or the :reader could
conceivably think she has is also, of comse,
disclaimed. This author refuses to take
responsibility for his own actions with
spect to this article. Question: did author successfully stop all · causes of action against

any

re-

him?

IV. Tort House Proposal
Why not buy a dumpy house near the
school and tum it into the Tort House'! The
chairman of the Torts Department will be officed there. At the house, the casebook will
come to life with real-life examples of such
favorites as the porch railing cases. the insufficient light lift and security cases, and the
\Dltempered glass shower door cases. Disclaimeis and/or exculpatory clauses shall be
signed by all before touring the Tort House.
The Tort Department chair shall live the torts
dream in the Tort House.

V. A Final Note
For the amount of cash spent on litigating
the discrimination nightmare, four tort houses could · have been bought and converted
into luxury student housing not only benefitting WMCL students but also helping the
neighborhood and increasing property values. However, by choosing to purchase legal
services, WMCL did l,enefit the legal community. I guess the administration subscribes
to the trickle down theory - Let's help rich
lawyers get richer so they will spend more
$$$ in theJJ' community creating jobs. I guess
there is some logic there so long as WMCL
graduates weze hired to defend WMCL so
WMCL graduates can do the lrickling down.
WMCL graduates were hired to defend
WMCL- weren't they'!
VI. Next Month in FISIIlNG
A. FISHING changes its name
B. Interesting features
C. Beyond Humor - Chart inJ(>, the \Dlknown
ALL THIS AND MORE NEXT MONTH

Saturday or Sunday
Graduation Days?
by Robert O'Connor
Why graduation is always scheduled for
Sun<lay was discussed at the last meeting of
graduating students. A clear majority of the
students · present were in favor !'f Saturday
grlfluation, but it was generally acknowledged that Saturday graduations would exclude certain religious minorities from the
ceremony. While I am in favor of supporting
someone's right to practice the religion of
their choice, I am also aware of the needs and
desires of 6ther students, faculty and administrators.
Many of the students, faculty and administration practice their religions on SlDlday
which means that they have to sacrifice their
sabbath observance in order to participate in
the graduation. There is little likelihood of attending a,morning service and still participate
in the preliminary events of graduation day. If
we are always going to hold graduation day
on Sunday then many of those involved in the
college have to sacrifice their sabbath.
Additionally, while graduation day is a celebration for all the people of the college; it is
especially a day for the graduating students.
Many of these students have family and close
friends who desire to attend the graduation
ceremonies. H these friends and relatives live
out of towq. it can cause~obleyns for the ceb
ebration plaits of tbe graduates,. Many times
the ~tors have to work on Monday and so
they often have to start their return lrip early
Sunday afternoon. Most graduates plan a cele-

by .Haros, Naro~ Haros,
Kane & iachrttz
Rumor Has It... .
.
• The SBA is a. democtatic organization
· Nill.nm by .very short Napoleans.
• The new WMCL bulletin is not an inadver~
tent advertisem~ for a tour of Holland.
• C. Peter (Run) Fzlinder was "at" the hospital rather than "in" the hospital. And who
was he visiting. HMMMMMMm
• Law ~eview MAY meet its deadline (Gee,
must have a lot of cites to check!)
• The Opinion won't write one more Godblessed word about Warren Burger!
• Karl Green was seen at Gnmseth's pool
party.
• Perpich got his best campaign tips from
Morton Downey, Jr.
Where's the Justice •••
• When your classmates are able to manage
a J.D. and yet they can't manage to parallel
park without taking up three spaces'!
• When every special interest group on campus receives special attention and the
smokers are turned out into the streets?
(Nice professional image which should
compliment the lilies quite nicely!)
• When you can't find a parki'ng spac.e, yet
the Dean's space is open after 2:30 p.m.?
(Okay, maybe not on Sundays ... or when
tee time is hard to come by ... )
• When you spend·40 hours a week preparing for Trial Advocacy, and you don't
have any interest in being a litigator'!
• When you spend $60,000 to attend law
school and then the market for lawyers
turns soft?
• When Domino's Pizza drivers earn $8-$10
per hour and research assistants and law
clerks earn $7?
• Query: When will the Concierge Desk~ _
in service?

WhatH...
• Fonner SBA presidents returned to campus and began to conduct themselves as
ex-officio presidents'!
• We received the Student Directory (a.k.a.
"the Picture Book") before the year was
over and most of us graduated'!
• Organizations didn't publish deadlines that
discriminate against night students?
• The Dock.et came out at a reasonable hour
(or day)?
• Sue Nipe NEVER wrote another Letter to
the Editor (we're Nill kidding this time,
Sue!)
·
• The food service people could ring the
cash register faster than the seven days it
took God to create the earth'!
Over~ In the Hallway ...
• In Trial Advocacy, a student was overheard to remark: "We don't object unless
its appropriate, and never rudely!" (And always remember to serve your subpoenas
from the left... Arny "Cardozo" Vanderbilt).
• "What's Joannie going to do now that Fall
Interviewing is over?" (Maybe she'll provide a shoulder for the weeping unemployed masses, a.le.a. the 99% of us who
didn't get jobs but did get humiliated in the
interviewing process!)
_
• "Boy, Judge Hachey sure makes a mean
milkshake!" (Thanks, Judge Hachey for
your continued support!)
• Third-year law Student was overheard to
remark: "My grades are inversely proportional to the number of classes I attend."
• I wish Emmanuel and Gilbert would teach
a class ... "
• In the library an exasperated 1st-year legal
writing ·student found an effective way to
solicit the assistance of a librarian by pro~
claiming, "I'm beginning to doubt the existence of God- couid you help me?!"

bration dinner for after the ceremony. It's not
possible for many of these guests to attend
this type of dinner if they have to travel on
Sunday.
Tradition is not a compelling enough reason to keep the graduation ceremonies on
Sunday, so I a:m suggesting that the day of
graduation be varied between Saturdays and
Sundays. Sharing the burden of sacrificing a
religious sabbath is the fair and equitable way
to share this important evenL The desires of a
majority group should receive the same consideration that we must confer on a minority
if we want to encourage diversity. Perhaps a
majority of students would prefer Sunday
graduations, a Student Bar Association (SBA)
survey of graduating students would reveal a
consensus of opinion for the majority.

Letters To ,The Editor, Continued.·..
Editors:

is called, discussion ceases and the vote proceeds immeaiately. Prior to the vote, the four
The program Committee meeting to fimd
SBA Board members carried cin a discussion
student organizations of 10-11-90
a travamongst themselves and, only upon being reesty. h had been stated in the announcement
.quested to do so, did they make their comof the meeting that proposals would be disments public. The same· thing happened for a
cussed and voted upon at the meeting. One
second motion. The four members carried on
would assume this meant each organization
a private discussion and refused to call for a
would present its proposal then monetary
vote
when the question was called. At one
amounts would be discussed and allocated by
point, Chris' chastisement of one of the womthe committee. Nit-picking discussion and unen present was met with disdain from many of
constitutional mQtions ensued for the first
the organiz;ll:ions' representatives. (Associate
hom and a half of the meeting. Then, a moEditor's Note: The followi,ag mQ/erial h4s
tion was brought to divide available funds
been ploced in italics because these materials
EQUALLY among organizations who submitwere hand written onto the text. The Editorial
ted proposals, providing they met requireBoard
was uncertain as lo_Jvhether the signments and amended them appropriately. Deers were aware of this insert Chris inlerjecttermining that the available funds were to be
ed paternalistic and value-oriented comments
divided equally, BEFORE any discussion of
about the various proposals; and Azpt telling
the proposals, effectively nullified the pureveryone
to pay atterilion to
Another
pose of the committee and will cause great
woman
raised
her
hand
to
speaJc
to
an
issue,
problems for student organizations.
bw
Chris
said
he
first
wanJed
to
hear from
The funds iequested by each organization
others who hadn' t spoken.. Even though no
varied widely. Th.e needs of each organization
ONt wished to speaJc to the issue, he did not
were not addressed individually. Instead
recognize th£ woman.) This type of insensifunds were arbitrarily limited to $616.78 per
tive. controlling and repugnani behavior canorganization and organizations were forced to
not continue to be tolerated.
bring their budgets within this limit. Now, orEarlier that same <1,ay, members of the Stuganizations with strong history of planned
dent Bar Association Board attended a Minorevents will be forced to cancel them or beg to
ity Affairs Committee meeting. At the request
other organizations who won't use all the
of the Minority Affairs Committee members
funds allocated to them (what is the likelito help work on issues of diversity at the
hood of this?) to help support their event.
school, the SBA members agreed there is a
This serves to curtail activities by student orproblem
at the school, and asked for suggesg.anizations. Tii.is is inefficient. The purpose
tions on how to change things. Well, SBA,
of the Program Committee was to settle lhe
this is a perfect example of what can be done
allocation issues and provide organizations
to change what so many believe is a hostile,
with some financial secmity and a base from
' uninviting environment at William Mitchell.
which to act. As it stands now, matters are unPerhaps a sensitivity training at an SBA
settled and are open to change for the entire
Board meeting on recognizing sexism, racism
year. Do students want WMCL organizations
. and majoritarian ways of . controlling and
to operate with this unnecessary complexity
dominating would be a good start.
and uncertainty?
Signatures:
Students should be aware of how the SBA
Womyn
Student ASSQClation: Sue M.
and Program Committee has acted to allocate
Nipe,
Lisa
·. Pal;ricia
·... Guthrie,
. . ··..Carol Bauss,
•.,
. M.
funds to sfudent organizations. Although the
Sexton
program funds were distributed EQUALLY,
Hispanic Law Stud~nts Association: Steit seems nothing SO FAIR was done to disphen R. Garcia-Vidal. Antonio Gonzalez
tribute the previous expense funds~The proceAmerican Indian Law Student AB>ciatlon:
dure used for determining expense funds to
.Mid!.elle Darif, Forrest ,Stanford (concurring
each organization is . a . m ~ . Students .. ancl dissenting in part) · · ·
··
should demand that the SBA give detailed
Womens'
Law
Caucus:
Kathy Forbes
. explan.ation. of how llOU-program funds were .
BLSA: MichaelA Otes, Ho~ Jensen
issued. The current attitudes and procedures
Amnesty Intematiorull: Rose M. Grimgs
of the SBA do not promote efficiency or
WMCL Democrats: Kathrine Schnell
cooperation. In fact. the SBA :is- very unsupponive of under~funded organizations raising
their own money.
·l f~l ~ process of alloc~g program
The meeting of the Program Committee
funds was improper and contrary to initially
October 11 was both a success and a failure.
suggested procedure. Perhaps µext year this
We were successful _in allocating a limited
process can be amended to give organizations
number of fimds among student groups in
better consideration.
what w.is probably the fairest manner possible. However, we failed to consider programs
Tamara Tegeler
based on their merits, which I believe should
Second Year Student
be the primary factor in approving or disapproving program requests.
In the way of background, the function of
the Program Committee is to apportion part of
The outcome of the Student Bar Associathe SBA budget among various student
tion Program Committee meeting on October
groups according to by-laws enacted ,by the
11 is one of the best examples of what can
SBA. Each student group gets one vote and
happen when diversity is embraced. Fourteen
the SBA gets three votes. LasfThursday there_
of the 15 student organizations present agreed
were a total of 21 'voters.'
that the only fair way to divide $27,000 for
I want to make it clear that I put no blame
proposed programs into the $11,700 available
on any members of the committee. They took
from Student Bar Association .dues was to
a tough situation and did what they could with
give each of the 18 organizations that :had
i~ This amounted to dividing the budget
submitted requests an equal amount. Each orequally among the 19 groups submitting proganization will be receiving $616. It was a
grams, or $616 apiece. Unfortunately, almost
wonderful display of the recognition of the
every group had one or more programs which
worth of each organization, that each organicost a great deal more than $616. Some examzation has as much right as any other organiples: Ethics Month (Ethics Committee), Cozation to represent a constituency, and that we
lombian Justice Minister Monica De Grieff
will all be richer for the diversity the pro(Hispanic LSA), and the Sununer Clerk Programs will bring.to William Mitchell College
grani (MJF).
of Law.
The majority of the fault lay in the variance
It is unfortunate the meeting was marred by
between the money available and the number
one of the worst examples of sexist and maof groups wanting a share. We have $11,700
joritarian control and domination that we have
to spend, and over 60 program requests were
witnessed at William Mitchell. The fom
turned in looking for well over $30,000.
members of the Student Bar Association
We have several alternatives to consider,
Board of Directors who were in attendance
but I shall only discuss three. I would appreeach had a vote, as did each of the organizaciate it if students would discuss these and
tions. Yet, their words, actions and inactions
other options with their SBA. representatives.
were expressly controlling. Chris Nelson. the
I. Reduce the number of student groups.
chair of the program committee, at first reThere are at least 20 re<:ognized student
fused to entertain a motion, saying it was out
groups on campus, each seeking.a share of the
of order. After the statement was made that a
SBA budget. However, student groups repremotion was proper according to Roberts
sent an outlet that certain minorities wouldn't
Rules of Order, he said Roberts Rules did not
otherwise enjoy, and we should try to encomcontrol the meeting. It is unclear and unbeage and protect these outlets; Obviously, the
lievable how one can come to such a concludecision-making process over which groups
sion since the program committee is a comto cut would be rancorous and open to COJJtromittee of the Student Bar Association Board
versy. Also, it doesn't necessarily follow that
which is governed by Robert Rules. Finally,
fewer groups would spend less money.
after the motion had been seconded and disIl. Reduce the number or dollar amount of
cussion took place, the question was called.
programs each group could submit. This idea
However, Chris refused to call for a vote. Acwould tteat each group equally but has the
cording to Roberts Rules, when the question

was

mm.
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Law
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Editors:

Editors:

disadvantage of ignoring the merits of those
proposals which would exceed the imposed
~it. It also ignores the needs of larger
groups over smaller groups.
A practical way to reduce the number of
programs would be to require a group to have
a defmite plan prior to requesting money.
This would prevent funds from being tied up
by programs that don't actually occm: Note
that this is short-term solution. as eventually
all programs will become definite, and this
will only have the effect of delaying the point
at which the budget is exhausted.
Increase the revenues available to the
SBA. This sounds great, but abo~t the only
way to accomplish this is to raise the student
activity fee -about as popular as increasing
taxes. At the SBA's last meeting, we voted to
hold a referendum on this issue. I am in favor
of increasing this fee as a way to sponsor a4ditional worthy programs for next year, and I
encourage you to vote_for the proposal.
I am sure that there are other alternatives,
and I and the other SBA representatives
would appreciate hearing them. Raising the
student fee is certainly unattractive, but it
would be a shame to let another year go by
· without changing something.
I would .like to thank the 18 representatives
and other nonvoting observers for their atten"
dance at the committee mee~g. I believe aiat
the school isniade a better place by your hard
work and the activity of your groups.

m.

Christopher A. Nelson
Program Coordinator
Third-Year SQA Representative

Editors:

The other aay, my SBA section representative apolog~ to om class fur any sexual or
racial discrimination that may have ~ e d
by the SBA members conducting the Program
Committee- meeting on Thursday, Oct 10. I
thought to myself, what discrimination?,I was
at the meeting, I didn't see it. Then I knew.
One oLthe JJUlitant females that attended the
meeting and created the entire fiasco was

· CQm'plairiing.

·

·

·

The allegations citing any of the four SBA
members for .discrimination. are unfounded.
Chris Nelson ran lh.emeeting in a professional, even-tempered style. Several of~ student
organization leaders (one in particular) were
combatiye and se),fish in _tlieir efforts to interrupt others and in effect, to control and take
over 1he meeting. Chris simply told them
(several times) that they were c;,ut of order and
to give other members
chance to speak.
When they persisted in interrupting. Chris
told one of the members he didn't have to put
up with her behavior.
I only know Chris Nelson by sight and
spoke to him one time. I think Chris handled
the situation well and was not "discriminating" against the member based on her race or
sex. but because of her sarcastic and meanspirited attempts to undfflnine the meeting.
Chris gave the member great lati~ and
several opportunities to speak in tum. In return. she Wt!S hostile and persistent. I personally would have ejected her from the meeting
so we could accomplish lh.e meetings' goals.
However, Chris kept the meeting running as
smoothly as possible in spite of several members' selfislteffor.tsto thecontrary.
I am:nded the program committee meeting
expecting to observe law studeni practice artful negotiation and compromise in trying ·to
get their student organizations' pro,grams
fimded for the upcoming year. Instead, I
learned a quick
in_ human behavior.
Even adult law studentsiesort to childish behavior and name-calling to get their own way.
Grow up! The real world require;s team work
and communication. Let's learn how to cooperate and reinain sensitive to others. Only
then can we be successful.

a

.lesson

Katherine L. Grey
2nd Year Student

Editors:
I am ·responding to one of the points made
in the commentary th.al accompanied photographs of the Sept.ember 16 protest at William
Mitchell. The writer suggest.ed that the children who marched were bearing messages too
abstract for them to understand. I beg to differ. For many children, including my daughter, the message of intolerance is, unfortunately, anything but an abstraction. There is
nothiIJg absttact about being called "nigg-er''
or being treated like one, nothing abstract
about being called an "African buti: scratcher," or being treated like one. My daughter
has been called these things by her classmates
in the St Paul public schools and has received
only marginal protection against such treatment by school officials. Of comse, I have intervened on her behalf, but somehow the
names and attendant ~haviors .keep coming
at her. Sadly, at the ripe old age of.nine she
has learned that one abstraction in her life is
being considered an equal by her peers.
I did not ask my daughter to participate in
the protest; she insisted on participating. She
understands something of her history ~ the
history of America - and she knows she has
a stake in her own. bright future. Sometimes
she is concerned about the future, though. She
is concerned about the disappearing ozone
layer, she is concerned about racism and
about receiving what they call in the elementary schools "gender-fair" treatment; she· is
concerned about homeless people and has donated her allowance to help out; she is concerned about drug use among kids; she is concerned about AIDS; arid she is concerned that
the world may suffer a war that could interrupt her ability to grow into a productive
adwt.
·
No one individual created these concerns
for her. She is aJhinking. feeling. intelligent
human being; and she is in touch with h'er enviromnent. I am proud of her for taking some
responsibility for the world she lives in. When
she writes a letter to lh.e.mayor _about one of
her concerns, I am proud of her for taking an
ac.tiv-e role as a·citizen. When she tells me that
she gingerly interrupted a racist. seilit, or homophobic conufient that she overheard at
school, I am glad that she was able to recognize the comment for what it was: evidence of
intolerance. And when · she tells me that she
lost a tooth and will put it under her pillow, I
am also glad that she knows there is a tooth
fairy and some magic in the world. Otherwise, life-might seem to offer all pain and no
pleasure for kids like her - kids who wider- ·
stand that each of us has some responsibility
to solve the many problems of the world in
which we live.
Those who would doubt the ability of even
very young children to understand and act on
moral issues should read the work of Dr. Robert Coles, a Harvard psychiatrist who has
studied many different populations· of children, and who recently completed work on
the moral lives of children. Taylor Branch's
Parting the Waters (which exhaustively
chronicles American history qming the years
of Martin Luther King's involvement in the
civil rights movement) establishes. that children of the south were pivotal players in the
. dismantling of segregation. One particularly
stirring chapter is even titled ''The Miracle of
the Children." That chapter teUs Qf children
who poured forth spontaneously born a .
church to aid King's straggliJig group of adult
marchers. Those socially ,conscious children
knew, too, that discrimination was no abstraction. Freedom was.
I was therefor~ proud of my daughter's decision to march with us. She knew that she
was showing solidarity with thQse who were
making a statement about the kind of future
she wants - one that is free of the intoler. ance she has unfortunately already experienced. I am certain that the other kids who
marched with her felt much the same way.

Professor Chris Jones
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FOOD -T ALK---......--by Dick cabrera
Last time I said I would base my reviews
on cost and nutrition. Let me amend that
statement. I'll also include taste in my criteria. In other words, where a student may get
the biggest bang for her/his buck.
The first review this time is a fast-fooo,,
chicken restaurant And it is not the Col~
nel's. I am speaking of Popeye's, at Grotto
and University. This restaurant is familiar -to
me from the Chicago area. I am not sure
where else in the country they exist
Popeye's serves only chicken - crunchy
crusted chicken. They serve it hot (hot peppers cooked into the batter) or mild. And they
li,ave a variety of side dishes that are all
mouth-watering. These include Cajun rice,
mashed poatoes and gravy, hot fries, or red
beans and rice.
The price is right for any portion. You can
get single pieces or dinners. And they ha~e a
drive-up, window for convenience (also, service is faster at the drive-up).
Recommendation: Try Popeye's two piece
meal, light meat (breast and a wing), served
hot style with red beans and rice and a large
buscuit. At $2.99, it is a good meal.
Next is La Corvina, at 1570 Selby (just east
of Snelling). I may be a bit partial to Latin
food, though I try not to let it show, but this
place is beyond the norm for Mexican or Latin restaurants. I will say that, despite some of
the places I may eat at for this column (or just
because I am hungry), I am very picky. I want
to be pleased by what I eat, not just filled (hedonistic, isn't it?).
Located where a former breakfast-only restaurant stood, La Corvina serves from 10 to
10 weekdays and from 8 on Saturday. The
restaurant is co-owned by one of our students,
which is good reason to try it and support it

But the food here is quite pleasing as well, an
even better reason.
'
The menu has Mexican and American
foods for breakfast, and a number of specialties from Mexico and othec Latin countries
for lunch and dinner. Their '!regular" menu
items, like burritos and enchiladas, are done
with a flair for flavors that is uncommon in
!he average Mexican restaurant The salsas
are freshly prepared, and range in heat up to
volcanic. Their unconunon specialties are a
delight in variety and taste.
·
Breakfasts are a treat, especially wilh foods
like "huevos con chorizo" (eggs with spicy
Mexican sausage) or ''huevos con nopales"
(eggs with cactus, no kidding ... It's Great)
a".ailable. The coffee is superb, and the meals
are served with tortillas or "bo_llilos" (like a
french roll).
The general menu is supplemented by specials of tl_ie day, but !here is plenty of variety
even without this. Some especially good
dishes are the Mexican beefsteak, enchiladas
suizas, chicken mole, or the peruvian chicken
and rice. The latter, in particular, with its specially made coriander rice, is delightful
All of the foods at La Corvina are within
student budgets. And all are surely nutritional
if not, as with Popeye's, spiritually pleasing.
Recommendation: Hard to make just one.
Albondigas (meatball) soup is as good as my
grandmother made. Grilled or steamed corvina are great dinner items, es~ially the former, served with rice and plantains. And there
are even unique desserts, like the jalpeno sundae. Try this place, it is worth it!
Finally, a real low budget recommendation.
For those between-paycheck days, when you
still
to eat and your wallet is very slender. Try !he Victoria Market at Victoria and
Selby. They offer steamed hot dogs at 2 for
$1.00. It is cheap and filling, so why not?

ACROSS
1 Performs
5 Spirit ·
8 Shoshonean
Indian
12 Shower
13 Indonesian
14 Imitated
15 Sea eagle
16 Wideawake
18 Fuss
19 Paid notice
20 Stalk
21 Kind of type:
abbr.
23 Spanish article
24 Small island
26 Boxes
28 Poker stakes
29 Possesses
30 Greek letter
32 Foray
33 Haze
34 Chinese
pagodas

35 Cloth measure
36 Vessel
37 Meeting rooms
38 Rip
40 Microbe
41 Sun god
43 Article
44 Country of Asia
45 River in Siberia
4 7 Time gone by
49 Unit of Iraqi
currency
51 Compass point
52 Essentially
55 Abound
56 Fondle
57 Bodies of water

The
Weekly

Crossword
Puzzle

DOWN
1 Region
2 Brightly colored
bird
3 Metal
4 Symbol for. tin
5 Manservant
6 An article

7 Deface
8 Exclamation
9 New Deal
agency: init.

10 Support
11 Deity
16 The sweetsop
17 Gratuities
20 Winter vehicle
22 Symbol for
tantalum
25 Long-legged
bird
26 Sink in middle
27 Domain
28 Exist
29 Torrid
31 Beast of burden
33 In honor of
34 Mountain lake
36 Himalayan
mammal
37 Vital organ
39 Babylonian
deity
40 Assent to
41 Float
42 Chills and fever
44 Arrow poison
45 Sole
46 Tunisian rulers
48 Individual
SO Demon
51 Guido's high
note
53 Decimeter:
abbr.
54 Hebrew month

need

Activity Fees (continued from Page 1)
1 lesbian and 1 gay male.
Another proposal is to drop the section designations for representative purposes, and
make the positions all at-large - except the
first-year which will retain the section representatives. The argument for retaining the section designations for fu;st year reps is that
first-year students have a "section" identity,
and having a section representative is useful
in easing the introduction into law school. ·
The arguments for removing the section
designations after first year are that the section lines begin to disintegrate anyway, and it
will eliminate the "fragmentation" of minority
votes. This fragmentation occurs because minority group members are distributed among
the sections, and the current system requites
that votes not cross section lines.
The net effect of this proposal, is that
groups will be able to caucus together and increase the likelihood of electing a group representative. With 12 at-large positions, it is
easy to see how a group of even a relatively

0

small number could succeed in electing a representative.
Other, more generic ideas, are to continue
the present process but somehow urge and encourage the election of candidates from diverse backgrounds; designate that each section will have 2 reps, requiring that they must
be diverse in some significant way (race, gender; sexual .orientation., etc.); give existing student groups dedicated slots on the Board; and/
or add at-large positions with certain diversity
requirements.
These are lhe bas1c ~estions and propo1
sals --w.hich have been presented 3T1d/or discussed thus far. Once again, the Board is soliciting input in the form of both opinions
about the existing proposals, or additional ideas/proposals. Keep an eye on the Docket and
the SBA Agenda for coming meetings where
this issue will be discussed.
·
Of course, as always you can discuss this
with an SBA rep at your leisure - no meeting or agenda required.

'D ON'T GET TRAPPED ,INTO BUYING NEW CLUBS!

Let

FALL SPECIAL

the
club
shop

• Regripping, Dipping,
~le'1.lliilg J>l<:~.•••••• ~·································~:J9.95

Refurbish your
current clubs!

Mark Paige
Richard Paige
593-0491
588-1380
3122 Douglas Drive Crystal, MN 55422
Paae&

(12 clubs - Golfpride
Victory Grips)

• Re scoring ........................................... 25 % off
• All other services .........................•.. ~ .. 25 % off

Pick-up service available upon request
Offer expires May 1, 1990

(Additional 5% off for
school g()lf team members)

Published by the Student Bar Association
of William Mitchell College of L a w - - - - - - - -

.Come and meet the real
rainmakers on campus.
The Bacchanal will begin at 4 p.m. on November 16
(Frida·y) in the ·LEC B:asement (Opinion Office, next to
the Bookstore).

bac • can 'te (. or bac,.cant'),
n. pl. bacchan'tes, a priestess
of Bacchus, or one who
joined in the celebration of
the feasts of Bacchus; one in
a state of bacchanal frenzy;
hence, a woman addicted to
intemperance or
bacchanalian revelry.

BACCHANTE
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Diversity 'Committee Seeks Input
The committee members, Pam Boney, David Edwards and Edie Michalski are considering ways to increase diversity among the voting members on the Student Bar Association.
We have a proposed amendment from David
Edwards and some general ideas from Professor Eric Janus and the Minority Affairs Com•
mittee.
Please think about these various ideas, ta1k
with your colleagues, and let the· SBA hear

from you. We want input from the entire student body on how to achieve more diversity.
In a few weeks we will hold an Open Forum to discuss issues of concern to students.
Watch The Doclu!t for the date, time and location.

Edie Mtchalskl
Vice President, SBA

Proposed Amendment to the
-Constitution of the SBA
by Dave Edwards, Treasurer SBA
To. be inserted as Article III, Section 3(c):
Persons of color shall compose at least 20
percent of the Board of Governors. In the
event that this percentage is not achieved
through the selection of Representatives
specified above, up to four at-large Representatives who are persons of color shall be
selected in accordance with procedures to be
prescribed by the Representatives -already
elected or sitting, until the percentage of 20
percent is achieved. H implementation of
this requirement cannot legally be achieved
without amendment of these bylaws, it shall
be the duty of the Board of Governors to effect such amendmenl
·· Women shall compose at least 50 percent
of the Board of Governors. In the event that
this percentage is not achieved through the
selection of Representatives specified
above, up to eight at-large Representatives
who are women shall be selected in accordance wjth procedures to be prescribed by
the Representatives already elected or :Sitting, until the percentage of 50 percent is
achieved. H implementation of this require:ment cannot legally be achieved without
amendment of these bylaws, it shall be :the
duty of the Board of Governors to effect
such amendmenl
At least two persons with c;lifferent disabilities shall be Representatives. In-the event
this n~llq of s~h persons .are not otherwise Representatives, up to two such persons shall be selected
at-large Representatives in .accordance with procedures to be
prescribed by the Representatives already
elected or sitting, until two such persons

as

shall have been selected as Representatives.

H implementation of this requirement cannot legally be achieved without amendment
of these bylaws, it shall be the duty of the
Board of Governors to effect such an
amendmenl
At least one lesbian and one gay male
shall be Representatives. In the event this
number of such persons are not otherwise
Representatives. up to two such persons
shall be selected as at-large Representatives
in accordance with procedures to be prescribed by the. Representatives already elected or sitting, until two such persons shall
have been selected as Representatives. H
implementation of this requirement cannot
legally be achieved without amendment of
these byla.ws, it shall be the duty of the
board.of Governors to effect such an amendmenl
H a vacancy in the seat of a Representative causes the composition of the Board to
fall below the required number of Represen·tatives who are persons of color, or women
or persons with different disabilities, or persons who are- lesbian or gay males, it shall
not be a violation of these bylaws for the vacancy to remain unfilled or for the required
number to remain unattained until such·
number can be contained conveniently or
until the next election of the Board of Governors, whichever date occurs earliq.
The addition of at-large Representatives
pursuant to one of the paragraphs above
shall not increase the maximum number of
at-large Representatives to be selected in
any
category.
..

other

An Open Letter to the
Committee on Diversity
by Walter Lehman, member of the

SBA Board of Governors
There is general agreement by members of
the SBA Board of Governors that the SBA
election· process should be altered to provide
greater opportunity for diversity on the Board.
In considering proposals to achieve this goal
we need to: act quickly to resolve this issue;
act carefully - any proposal must be well
1hought-out and be workable and flexible; act
responsibly - any proposal must reasonably
meet our objective of encouraging diversity
on the Board. The proposal approved by the
SBA Board must be orut that all stildenls can
accept as fair.
.
The SBA Board election process is predicated on democratic representation. An essay
on the virtues of democratic representation
isn't necessary here. But the current structure
of representatives elected from each class and
from sections in first- and second-year creates
a ~arrier to effective coalition-building among
minority groups. Minority group members are
distributed among the sections and classes. As
a result, their vote is "fragmented."
I propose that we eliminate any requirements as to section and class, at least after the
first year (see below). The 12 r,emaining seats
would be "at large" positions. To ensure that
the current system would not simply be transposed to a larger arena, the Board would
adopt a cumulative voting process. Each student eligible to vote for 12 "at large" seats
would have 12 votes which could be allocated
among the candidates for these seats in any
manner the stndent wants. For example, all 12
vote could be placed on one candidate, or one
vote could be cast for each of 12 candidates
(or six could be placed on one and half a dozen on another ... ) A small coalition of likeminded students could then control at least
o'ne seat
the.Board.
The proposed language is as follows. Under Article III, Section 3(a), strike the existing
language and replace with:
"The Electea .mernQeIShip shall be C9Dlposed of ~o~ ~epres.ent,ative for each of the
sections of the first-yem: clasS; 12 mpreserua. tives eleeted at hr,ge from the second-, thirdand fourth-year day and night programs combined, the editor of the school newspaper, and

cm

the Law School division. ~tative. Cu~ve--vo~g methajs ~hall apply to the 12
representatives elected..at large."
There is no compelling argument for section and class representatives, at least after the
first year. Second-, third- and fourth-year students "mix it up" by taking classes with other
sections, and through electives. By eliminating section and class divisions, the structural
"fragmentation'' of minority -groups is eliminated. The result is that minQrity groups -can
form coalitions, nm a candidate, and gain representation on the Board.
There is arguably a reason to retain firstyear section representatives: first-year students have a "section" identity. Having a section representative is useful in easing their introduction to the school. On the other hand,
the current barriers to diversity for first-year
students would remain under this proposal. A
possible solution might be to allow first-year
students both a section representative, and an
"at large" candidate or candidates.
These ideas are put forward for-discussion
purposes. I hope that the Committee on Diversity can be present, and the Board can unanimously support a proposal to amend the
present election process so that we can bring a
referendum to the student body with a single
voice.

Ideas on SBA Board
Diversity
by Professor Janus
Minority Affairs Committee
1.

Board adopt as a goal to have a diverse
group. Inform students of this, and .urge
compliance at election time.
2. Two reps per section: requirement that
they must be di_verse in some significant
way (race, gender, sexual orientation).
3. Some sort of electoral system using
"caucuses," i.e., voluntary associations
of students who share common issues or
goals. Reps would be distributed to
caucuses according to the mimber of
students who signed up for that caucus.
· Students who did not sign up would vote
with their sections, which would have
reps according to the residual number
"-- (those who did not sign up for a caucus).
4. _ Existing groups could be given dedicated
slots on the board.
5. At-large elections' with .certain diversity
requirements (ala D. Edwards proposal).

WhatJs This "Fede.ralist Society?" An Introduction to the WMCL Federalist.Society
by PUBLIUS*
"[T]ho,igh individual oppression may now
and then proceed from the courts of justice,
1he gene.nil liberty of the people can never be
endangered from that quarter; I mean so long
as the judiciary remains truly distinct from
bc,>!:h the legislature and the executive."
Hamilton, Federalist Paper 78.
ijveeyone keeps asking us what this "Federalist Society'" is, and what it does. Because
there seems to be a lot of misunderstanding of
the Federalist point-0f-view, we want to take
this opportunity to shed some light on what
lhe William Mitchell Federalist Society is all
about, and to encourage all students who are
interested in Federalist issues to join us.

A Little Bit of History First
In the years leading up to the adoption of
1he Constitution, the people of the American
States were involved in a great debate about
the form of the union they had decided it was
necessary to create. Our system of checks and
balances between the branches of the national
government, and the division of· power between the national government and lhe States
is generally taken for granted today. But in
1787 and 1788, these issues were hotly contested. In the first of a series of articles now
know as the Federalist Papers, Alexander
Hamilton explained that what was at stake
was the idea of a government based on the
rule of law.
''It has been frequently remarked that it
seems to have been reserved to the people of
this country, by their conduct and example, to /
decide the important question, whether societies of men are really capable or not of establishing good government from reflection and
choice, or whether they are forever destined
to depend for their political constitutions on
accident and force."
Hamilton, Federalist Paper 1.
The debate was settled by the adoption of
the Constitution, and we lived happily ever after, right? Wrong! While the Constitution set
the fowidations of the rule of law, the quest to
establish "good ·government from reflection
and choice" has proved to be an unending
pursuil Ii. key element in this struggle bas
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been the tension created between the legislative, executive and judicial branches of government - especially in_ the areas where their
"separate" fimctions overlap.
So What Does the Federalist Society Got

To Do With It?
It is with issues of the balance of power between the branches of govemment that Federalist Society members are primarily concerned. The Federalist Society is not a
political party despite any resemblance to a
party that existed over 200 years ago. Nor
does it have anything to do with the Republican party. The fact is, Federalist Society
members believe that political views are best
expressed by the legislative branch of government, whose democratically elected members
are most responsive (although perhaps not
nearly responsive enough!) to the people.
Federalist Society members are especially
interested in the role of the judicial branch in
the separation of powers. One of the fimdamental principles of the Federalist Society is
1hat the legislature should reflect the will of
the .people, while the judiciary should judge
the law. "The courts must declare the sense of
the law; and if they should be disposed to exercise WILL instead of JUOOEMENT, the
consequence would equally by the substitution of their pleasure to that of the legislative
body." Hamilton, Federalist Paper 78.
Departure from this fimdamental principal
h;is been the source of many of the ideological conflicts of the past, with the result that today our courts are too often seen as an alternative political body.
It was with this concern that the Federalist
Society was formed in 1982 by law students
at Harvard, Yale, Stanford and the University
of Chicago. These students were disenchanted
with several decades of intense judicial activism and with the growth of the Critical Legal
Studies (CLS) movemenl Proponents of CLS
take a deconstructionist approach to law.
They believe that it is impossible fbr humans
to interpret law objectively. As a result, they
argue, all law is political, and all judicial decision-making is nothing more than the expression of an individual judge's personal beliefs.

While Federalist Society members may disagree on whether any decision can be made objectively, Federalists do agree that the pursuit
of objectivity (whether ultimately obtainable
or not) is a valid exercise, and the essence of
"good government from reflection and
choice."
Since being funded in 1982, the Federalist
Society has made a great impact on public·
policy. Founding members of the Federalist
Society have occupied leadership positions in
all three branches of governmenL The firsl faculty advisor. of the University of Chicago
chapter was a professor named Antonin Scalia. The woman who started that chapter is
now Assistant Counsel to President Bush. The
Federalist Society holds an annual National
Student Symposia on issues related to 1he separation of powers and Federalism. Speakers
have included the likes of Milton Friedman;
Judges Robert Bork. Frank Easterbrook. and
Richard Posner; Senator Orrin Hatch; and
Professor Lawrence Tribe to name only a few.
Articles on Federalist issues are regularly
published in The.Harvard Joumal ofLaw and
Public Policy. In addition to law school chapters, chapters of the Federalist Society have
been formed for practicing attorneys in many
cities across the countty, including one in
Minneapolis.
.

The Federalist Society Comes to William
Mitchell
The William Mitchell chapter of the Federalist Society was founded last Spring by eight
William Mitchell students. The chapter has
quickly grown to over 25 members. Our chapter meets biweekly for ari informal discussion
of a topic selected by a member. For example,
in recent meetings, we have discussed the role'
of the judiciary in inteipreting statutes and
contracts. Even though we share a common
skepticism of legal orthodoxy, there is no lack
of diversity in our approach to particular issues. The spirited debate among our members
helps us· to understand legal issues and fill in
the gaps left by classroom teaching and our
regular studies.
In addition to informal discussions, WMCL
Federalists recently traveled to Hamline Uni-

versity Law School to watch Judge Alex Kolzinski, U.S. Court of Appeals for the 9th Circuit, debate with two Hamline professors
about judicial inteipretation of contracts. The
WMCL Federalists are planning several ·similar debates on the William Mitchell campus.
In November, a panel will discuss First
Amendment issues, and in the spring, a debate on criminal law issues is tentatively
planned. A visit by a federal appellate judge
is also in the works.
Now you know what the Federalist Society
is all about. Those of us who are already
members encourage all students who have an
interest in these issues to come and see for
yourself, Our meetings are announced in the
Docket. And if you want more information on
the Federalist Society, just drop a note in our
mailbox in room 105.

Students Needed For
Food Services
Committee
Volunteers are neede<fto be part of a Food
Services Committee. The committee will
meet with the present food service operator
and the administration to address students'
complaints and concerns regarding the food
service in Hachey Commons. An SBA representative will. also be a member of the committee. A minimum of three students and a
maximum of six students are needed. The
committee will be organized so that members
will not sacrifice much of their time being
members. This is an opportunity for students
to have a say in the food service at their
school. Interested students are asked to either
call Randy Modec
222-3337 or leave a
message for Randy Moder in the SBA mail
box.

ltt

Politica1 Parties Need A Cable Station. To Call Their Own
TV Network Would Strengthen Them ·And Educate Millions
by David LIiiehaug and
Ross Corson
[Editor's Note: This article appeared in tlu!
Star TriblUU! on September 11, 1990 and is
being reprinted with permission of David
Lillehaag]
Practically everyone agrees that poijtical
parties and campaigns have deteriorated as a .
result of televisioa. However, the very~technology that made Willie Horton a household
name has the potential to repair at least some
of the damage to the parties.
At one time, the parties were the lifeblood
of American politics. They articulated the issues; they were social clubs for citizens interested in public policy; and they provided a
protective buffer for elected officials to make
decisions based on principle rather than the
emotions of the moment. Now, in good part
because of television, the parties have been
reduced to mere shadows of their former
selves, exploited as conduits for "soft money"
designed to circumvent campaign finance
laws.
Some suggest that television stations be required to provide free time to the major presidential candidates. But while free time may
do some good for the campaigns, it further diminishes the role of the parties. It also does
nothing for politics at the state and local levels. As the recent Texas gubernatorial race
has demonstrated, 30-second attack ads are
wreaking destruction locally as well as nationally.
.
We propose that the Democratic and Republican parties jointly establish a national
political cable television network. For purposes of discussion, let's call it "Poli-Net." Rather than wailing about our society's dominant
communications teclmology, the parties
should adapt to the times and take an ownership interest in the medium.
Poli-Net should be offered free to local
cable systems throughout the country. It
would be governed by a board of directors half Democrats and half Republicans, with a
director acceptable to both to break ties. The
board would have the responsibility to set
standards for programming. For example, it
would have to decide how to balance candidate advocacy with issues discussion. The

chmgel should not 1:Je aUowed to degenerate
into a ~ of 30-second spots.
·
The broadcast time would be divided equally between lhe parties. However, the board
should make an effott to encourage joint programming. Poli~Net might sponsor a "Friday
Night Debet.e," with each party designating a
champion to debate the week's events. Blocks
of time should also be reserved for programming by state and local party organizations.
Using Poli-Net, the two parties could
present themselves as they wish. They would
have the opportunity to clarify their profiles
and distinguish themselves from each other.
They would be free from the usual journalistic anxieties about "objectivity," "neutrality"
and "balance." It is precisely this excessive
caution about appearing partisan that has inhibited the media (including PBS) from helping to define our national priorities.
Poli-Net would offer a powerful incentive
for candidates to align themselves more closely with their parties. The parties would be in a
position to provide valuable TV time to their
endorsed candidates. The channel could also
provide,. at no or minimal charge, a voice and
an image to historically underrepresented
groups unable to purchase expensive television time. Primary candidates, too, could gain
valuable exposure.
We do not suggest that Poli-Net's ratings
will approach those of "L.A. Law." That is
not the point. The purpose is to strengthen the
parties and educate millions.
The experience of C-SPAN shows that
Poli-Net has good chances for sµccess. Nearly
60 percent of all TV households ...:.. almost 54
million homes nationwide - now subscnbe
to cable. C-SPAN reaches 50 million of these
homes. Ten years ago, who would have
thought that millions of people might watch
C.-SPAN? Yet it has expanded from one to
two channels - both with round-the-clock
programming - and it has creaied a sizable
population of C-SPAN junkies. The parties
could recruit a new generation of activists
through their own channel
·
•
Poli-Net does not have to be a very costly
enterprise. Given the potential audience, the
equipment and labor for broadcasting is remarkably inexpensive. C-SPAN
on an

runs

mmual 1,udget of only $14 million. ibe more
important question is how the money would
be raised. Charging local cable operators
would be a disincentive for them to cany
Poli-Net. Some other method must be found.
The last thing we need is another political
institution corrupted by special interest money. Accordingly, Poli-Net should not sell advertising or accept large contributions (even
indirectly through the parties) from corporations or political fat cats. Some funds might
be raised from foundations or small donors,
with the proviso that fund-raising activities
should not occur on the charmel itself.
The better alternative is federal funding.
This poses obvious dangers of content regulation, as demonstrated by the National Endowment for the Arts. On the other hand, federal
funding of presidential campaigns has been a
success.
There is a preceden~ for federal support of a
vigorous system of political parties. honically, it's a commitment we have been willing to

make overseas. Through the Naaioniil Endowment for Democ:racy (NED). Congress spends
almost $17 ~ each year to encourage democracy in Eastern Europe, Latin America
arid elsewhere. So far, the federal govenunent
has given wide discretion to the non-profit
NED instinites affiliated with the Democratic
and Republican parties, the AR.rCIO and the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce; Why shouldn't
we support Poli-Net to strengthen our democratic institutions here at home?
Poli-Net is no panacea for what ails our
civic culture. On the other hand, for a relatively modest investment, it woµld represent a
significant step toward improving public discussion about issues and restoring the political parties to their rightful role in our democracy.
David Lillehaug, a Minneapolis altorney,
served as executive assislanl to Walter F.
Mondale in tlu! 1984 presuknlial campaign.
Ross Corson currently serves as executive assistant to Mondale.

Tableaux Vivante _ _ _ __
Midnight's Children
by Salman Rushdie
552 pp. New York:
Avon Books. $5.95

Book Review by M. O'Sulllvan Kane
Midnight's Children was Salnian Rushdie's
(Rushdie of Satanic Verses fame) second novel which secured him a place in World Literature. Rushdie was born in Bombay, India, but
spent much of his ~ between India and
England until later in his life he found himself
to be a reluctant exile in England. 1ne reason
these facts are relevant is because his selfimposed exile from India has shaped the form
9f his writing. In fact, his writings are the
·noises made from wobbling rubberbands that
tie him to India, stretch across the Eurqpean
continent to England, ancl insist on drawing
him back towards his homeland each time he
makes a movement away from it.
In Midnight' & Children these ties that bind
are apparent as Rushdie creates a mythology
for India and an explanation for its growing

pains from the time of its ~dependence, 15
August 1947. As Rushdie would have it, at
the moment India is born into independence,
at Midnight on 15 August 1947, so too the
protagonist, Saleem Sinai, arrives. Because
his birth coincides with India's independence,
Saleem is "handcuffed to history." And the
history of India is charted by Saleem's painful
and uneven birth, his tirades and fits in early
childhood, the anguish and drama of acfolescence, and finally, his directionless adulthood.
Rushdie's genius is in animizing events,
embuing the fits and starts of a country with a
human representation, and in fact, mytholo"
gizing recent events by draping the events
over flesh and blood. Sinai is India no less
that Poseidon was the sea. Rushdie's prose is
the threads of a tapestry made by a pattern
laid do~ by history; however, instead of a
one dimensional portrait of India, the result is
the three dimensional tableau of a mail.
Reality and myth are woven together in this
text to provide a tangible muse to India's life
since its emaculate self-conception in 1947.

One Last Letter To The Editor:
[Editor's Note: This was directed to Ms.
Lisa Sexton, Ms. Susan Nipe and Ms. Hope
Jensen via the Opinion.]

To Ms. Lisa Sexton, Ms. Susan
Nipe and Ms. Hope Jensen

·,

l

I read with interest your report in the current issue of the Opinion (p. 5) on your participation in the protest at the·recent dedication
of the Warren Burger Library, your motives
for taking part in the-protest, and your views
on the·situation at William Mitchell generally.
There is, unfortunately, some truth to Anne
Zachritz's comment on p. 8 that ''the protesters failed to clarify their issues and relied on a
scatter-gun approach to protest." This is why
your protest was not as effective as you intended it to be. A protest such as yours, on a
day when William Mitchell is in the news, is
a media event. In order for your message to
effectively impact the media, you have to
keep it simple; Your protest would have been
more effe.ctive (and would perhaps have attracted more protesters) if it had been confined to one issue; the injustices which you
(with good cause) believe that the William
Mitchell administration has done to Andrew
Haines and Mary Dean. and your conviction
that the Mitchell community has no cause for
celebration as long as long as those injustices
remain unredressed You should have stuck to
the issue - the Haines and Dean grievances
- and avoided issues that are extraneous in.
this conlext.
For example, some protesters were seen
carrying signs relating to the issue of abortion. I don't know what relevance. this issue
has to a protest at William Mitchell, unless
some woman is accusing the Mitchell administration of somehow chilling or impeding her
right to an abortion. I have heard that there
are some members of NOW who make a
point of picketing against Justice O'Conner
whenever she makes a public appearance, in
order to call attention to her position (or lack
of a position?) on abortion.
·
Perhaps it would have been just as reasonable for a group of "pro-lifers" to demonstrate

color, I will add nothing to my article in the
against Chief Justice Burger because he voted
Opinion, August 1990 - until some member
with the Majority in Roe v. Wade in 1973. Afof the Mitchell community offers a reasonable
ter all, it is he, not Justice O'Conner, who was
being honored that day, and it is he whose
rebuttal of the specific points I raised in that
article.
name will remain on the new library. (Please
You allege further: "Many people have said
note that my personal views, if any, on the isthey are afraid of retaliation or concerned for
sue of abortion are beyond the scope of this
their physical safety ... " Please be more spememo - just as your views on the issue of
cific: Who has made threats of physical retaliabortion should have been beyond the ~
of your protest).
-·-· -· ahon1 Against whom? And when? Threats of
physical violence are violations of the ConYou go on to make some allegations conduct Code. Have the recipients of these
cerning the present SBA board. You state
threats made complaints to the appropriate
with.reference to the SBA meeting of SeptemCollege authorities?
ber 8: "Snidents were 'represented' by 10
You rightly say: "Diversity is not just numwhite males and one white female. The conbers, it is an attitude that has not been
cerns of students of color, feminists, and gays
achieved." I am sure that there are many peoand lesbians were soundly ~quelched" I will
ple of g9od will in the William Mitchell com-.
address your allegations in reverse order.
.munity who would like to join with you in
You are probably aware that one SBA repprotest -against documented instances of disresentative is openly gay; in fact he "came
crimination (e.g. the Haines and Dean matout" as such in the Opinion (March 1989, p.
ters). Kowever, th~e people are not going to
6). Would he agree with your allegation that
respond favorably to allegations that each of a
''the concerns of... gays and lesbians [aie}
long list of "isms," "phobias" and "atrocities"
soundly squelched" by the SBA board?
is being perpetrated by the administration and
A sign, in room 105 lists the names of the
the SBA board. -Before we can deal with the
SBA board members. It appears that at least
concerns you raise., we need ham facts, not
two ele.cted members are women, and the two
mere conclusory allegations. As my college
ex-officio ~ority representatives are also
philosophy professor said, "You've got to tell
women. Would they agree that "the concerns
wlu!rein." Only then can the Mitchell commuof... feminists ... [are] soundly squelched"?
nity, as a whole, iake these allegations seriAre you saying that none of these women
considers herself a feminist? How do you
ously.
I, too, am acutely aware that diversity at
know? (By the way, I have never heard that
William Mitchell is "an attinide that has not
feminists are a protected class for equal probeen achieved.'.' I have seen attempts by "in~
tection purposes - any more than Democrats
tolerant liberals" to "silence" thoughtful and
or Republicans, or any other group of people
well-reasonc;d efforts at dialogue by-those of
who advocate specific icleological and politius who find ourselves caught in the middle of
cal opinions, are a protected class. I assume
the present schism in the Mitchell communiyou are not advocating "set-aside seats" on
ty. Just as there is a pro-administration "estabthe SBA board for feminists).
lishment" at William Mitchell, there is an
Perhaps there were more women on the
anti-administration "establishment" as well. H
SBA board a, year ago than there are this year.
we make common cause with you on some isH any of these are no longer on the board.
they are absent 'for any of several reasons: eisue, bu~ honestly differ on others, some members of the latter group show an attinide simither they graduated, or they chose not to run
lar to that shown by a high official of a certain
for re-election, or they were not re-elected for
religious sect who said to a group of college
the simple - and very democratic - reason
students several years ago: "When the leaders
that not enough of their classmates chose to
speak, the thinking has been done."
vote for them.
The words of Mangosuthu Buthelezi, PresiWith respect to the concerns of students of

dent of the lnkatha Freedom Party, in a letter
to Tiu! Wall Street JourNJl, October 2, 1990,
contain some food for thought:
''In South African black politics we are
reaching a point where one is either on the
side of the angels who are lauded all the time,
or one is regarded as the devil inc~te if one
does not join the adulation or accept the role
of being no more than an acolyte. I reserve
my right to freedom of speech and association.
''I care with a passion that now that we
have a chance to get it right in South Africa,
those of us who can play a role work together
intelligently and positively for the greater
good and don't plunge the country into a divided hellhole of despair."
H -you read th.e se words and substiWte
"William Mitchell" for "South Africa" and
"college" for "colJlltry," this quotation has
much to say to all of us. "He/she who is not
against us is for us" is a much more positive
attitude than "He/she who is not with us is
against us." H, as you seem to believe, William Mitchell is stuck in "a divided hellhole
of despair," let's all work together to get our
beloved law school out of the hole.

Lowell J. Satre, Jr.
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Commentary On and Off Campus
by Cathryn Saylor Peterson

Diversity
It's autumn and the trees lining ·the shore
around my favorite lake have lost their demure
composure. In their struggle for survival, the
leaves provide one last indelible eruption of
color before that great exterminator, the frost of
snow, turns all that was resplendent color into a
less rebellious black and white. I treasure the
riotous display of the leaves all the more knowing they are not long for this world. Too
soon they will wither and separate from the
limb that today brings them life and color. A
frosty night, a blustery wind, and whoosh; they
are twirling and swirling in one last whirlybird
dance before they sink to the earth and fade
into a wintery monochrome.
I circumnavigate the shore, pausing to
admire each tree and trying selfishly to memorize it. In colors so vibrant and loud I can hear
them, the trees sing out for attention, "Look at

me! rm golder than gold!" chants a birch
whose leaves are stirred by the mere suggestion
of a breeze. ''No! rm more beautiful, more
unique, more remarkable," bellows the red
maple nearby who has gone positively crimson
in an effort to command attention. Further
along the path, a blue spruce whispers its soft
needles into my consciousness, 'Tm still here,
rm always here, rll be here long after these
other braggarts have gone. Does that make me
any less superb?"
Before I can even begin to formulate a
response to this elegiac coniferous inquiry, a
deciduous outbreak beckons. An oak so golden
it ought to be eighteen carat, appropriates the
sunlight's every aspect, blaspheming, "I am the
one true gold and thou shalt worship no other!"
This sets off a violent reaction and the separate
choruses of color becomes a mad, riotous
cacophony. Sugar maples cry out in salmon red
and lime green. An unidentified tree reverber-

ates an orange so outrageous it hurts the ears;
or is it the eyes? My senses hopelessly scrambles, I can no longer discern the difference.
Exhilarated, I continue my course among the
woods admiring the several trees. Suddenly,
miraculously, as if my senses have only now
awakened, I begin to experience the trees in
combination. Their voices begin to blend, their
tones become less atonally insistent. Only now
do I realize that they are not a chaotic chorus of
individual colors; they are a melodic visual
symphony. In my new reality, the sonorous
burgundy of the suinac is made more stunning
by the dulcet yellow birches. The mellifluous
orange of the maple is best appreciated against
the euphonious background of the evergreens.
Although each is exquisite, it is the amalgamation of shades that ignites the magic - the
music. It is the combination of hues that sings
to the eyes. Standing alone, they are lovely, but
together, ah together, they are magnificent

United States and the Constitution and Laws of
the State; and I will faithfully and impartially
discharge and perform all the duties incumbent
upon me as a State employee according to the
best of my ability and understanding, so help
me God."
Gary Marotta, SLU's vice president for academic affairs, said he thought the law was
passed as part of the rabid anti-communism
movement in the 1950s, when politicians
strained to curry public favor by questioning
skeptics' loyalty and inventing new ways to
make people who disagreed with them "prove"
they did not want to overthrow the U.S.
government.
"Most of the faculty in general are not even
aware they have signed an oath," said Doris
Meriwether,
head
of USL's
English
Department; because it usually is somewhere in
a tall stack of papers new employees are asked
to sign.
Meriwether added she Jiad heard some professors have "raised eyebrows" when they
came to the oath.
Marotta said he didn't know of any other
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Cold War Leftover Drives Poet To Resign
Teaching Post
(CPS) - A _remnant of the darkest days of
the Cold War drove a critically acclaimed poet
to quit his teaching post at the University of
Southwestern Louisiana.
David Romtvedt, whose book "How Many
Horses" was nominated for a Pulitzer Prize in
1989, resigned from the university when he
was told he had to sign a '1oyalty oath" before
being allowed to teach his new USL class,
''It seemed hard to believe they (the
Louisiana government) could ask you to obey
every law ever passed," Romtvedt said in
explaining his decision.
Romtvedt said that while others at the university had said the docwnent was -"unimportant, something in me says I can't make it
unimportant."
Romtvedt already had been hired to teach
and was on the campus when he was presented
with the state's appointment affidavit, which
includes an oath.
A state law passed in 1950 requires all state
employees to sign the oath, which states: "L
(employee's name) do solemnly swear that I
will support the Constitution and laws of the
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professors who had refused to sign the
affidavit.
''I've been here a little more than a year. For
me, it's a first," he said
Romtvedt's situation also seemed unusual to
Jonathon Knight of the American Association
of University Professors, a Washington, D.C.based faculty union that is particularly active in
protecting
college
teachers'
academic
freedoms.
''Broadly speaking, one would like to see
state governments getting along without any
oaths," Knight said.
''We have no reason to blanketly condemn"
state oaths, he added.
Knight said the Louisiana oath and those like
it in other states were mild "relative to some
oaths we've seen in history."
In the past, he noted, some faculty members
had to sign special oaths that, among other
things, required them to "foreswear any political party:"
USL's Marotta said he hoped to meet with
vice presidents from other Louisiana universities to discuss the oath.
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Arts And Entertainment
NASTY HABITS----by Tamara Tegeler
George Michael: Listen Without Prejudice
Volume I
Michael's second album, Listen Without
Prejudice, debuted at number 12 last week.
The first single, Praying For Time, is currently at number two, giving Michael nine top ten
hits, the most by any artist in history. (With
glee: even more than Michael Jackson) When
completed, Listen Without Prejudice will be a
double album. Volume 1 contains the slower,
more ballad oriented songs and Volume 2 is
rwnored to be the rocker with all the dance
tunes.
The group U2 used to be the definition of
pretentious, now that honor goes to the title of
this album. Michael could have picked a
MUCH better name, yet it does kind of fit.
Volume 1 tends to be grandiose, showy, politically correct, Qeautiful music full of selfimportant depth. It does have its merits
though. It is slick, well produced, and highly
pleasant sounding. Michael also gets points
for versatility. His songs range from ballads,
to rock, to soul. He's learned his lesson from
music's past well and is an excellent synthesizer and copier of sounds and styles. His various songs are marketable in all formats: literock, adult contemporary, and top 40. Not
many artists are capable of this, no wonder
he's popular.
Michael has one other exceptional advantage, his voice. It is very adaptable and appealing. On Volume 1, Michael tends to be
grandiose and showy with his voice too. The
vocals are often overdone and breathy, not
bad, just too played-up - like a lounge lizard
would over-emphasize them. The showcase
for Michael's voice on this album is Stevie
Wonder's 'They Won't Go when I Go." This
song stands out from the others. It was the
first one to draw my attention and admiration. It is very powerful and intense. Hopefully, it
may also serve to introduce younger listeners
to Stevie Wonder.
"Cowboys And Angels" has a lush, beautiful feel to it with healthy doses of piano and
strings. The song is about the realization of
the difference between infatuation and love
with.a sad, but hopeful feeling to it. Michael
plaintively sings, "I know you think that
you're safe. Mister. Harmless deception. That
keeps love at bay. Its the ones who resist that
we most want to kiss. Wouldn't you say? ...
Harmless affection.- That keeps things this
way. Its the ones who persist for the sake of a
kiss. Who will pay." The closing phrase of piano notes in this dreamy song are a direct
copy of the closing notes of ''Tonight" by Elton John. I caught you George.

Michael must miss his record collection
and all the hiss, pops, and cracks that used to
come with it On "Wailing For The Day"
there is an underlying crackle and hiss that
was obviously inserted on pmpose. (It's distracting after listening to CDs for the last five
years). The vocals here are more strong and
sincere than on other tracks. When Michael
sings, "My memory serves me far too well,"
you feel he means it The third verse and last
few lines of the song have a striking vocal
quality that is very moving. In the third verse,
Michael painfully sings, "It's not as though
we just broke up. It's not as though it was
yesterday. But something I just can't explain.
Something in me needs this pain. I know I'll
never see your face again." Unfortunately, the
song fades out with the repetition of the line,
"You can't always get what you want" Trite.
The Stones reference wrecks the integrity of
the song. He should have left it out.
"Mothers Pride" is an overblown vocal
triumph. It has a very spars~ arrangement and
shows Michael's wide vocal range. The song
laments war and a depiction of a boy who becomes a soldier like his father.
"Heal The Pain" seems to be a distant cousin to the song "Waiting For The Day," exposing a different perspective where someone
has been hurt This time, Michael sings to a
woman who was badly hurt by a past lover
and is devoid of feeling and disillusioned with
the world. The chorus is a catchy spurt of lush
harmonics (Hell, the whole song is) that have
a tendency to make you sway in your seat, or
at least roll your head, which can be embarrassing when someone catches you at a stoplight. All vocals belong to Michael and are
disgustingly breathy. Many will be able to relate to the lyrics - will probably be a hit
Michael breaks out of the crackle and hiss
overlay again for "Soul Free." The song has a
funky feel with a plodding beat that somehow
hits a groove, a horn section alwayl! helps.
Michael's voice is strong here, but he also explores his upper range. Stop exploring,
George. By the way, "getting your soul free"
has nothing to do with higher spirituality.
Besides "Soul Free," the only song that
comes close to having a hl!I:~f (ldg.e_ and
dance chart viability is "Freedom 90," which
seems to be Michael's retrospect of his career.
He's more grown µp now and wants his freedom: "But today the way I play the game has
got to change ... Now I'm gmma get myself
happy." And oh what a tortured artists he is.
Sinatra had a point
·
· ·
Listen Without Prejudice Volume 1 is too
"conscious" and not very fun. I guess it was
intended that way. The album could have

been better by doing a few stylistic changes
and deletions. Michael has definite talent, but
at times, but at times he seems to try too hard.
Given Michael's status, this could be the first
platinum double album of the nineties. I look
forward to Volume 2.
·
Prince: Graffiti Bridge
On "Graffiti Bridge," His Royal Badness
has put his music genius to the grindstone and
has produced his best work since 1987's
"Sign Of The Times." The album has already
gained high praise from critics and just debuted at number 3 on the album charts. It is a
collection of songs from the movie of the
same title, which is scheduled to be released
in mid-November. Prince did most of the
composing, arranging, and producing by himself, but performers of the material include:
The Time, George Clinton, Mavis Staples,
and Tevin Campbell.
The album opens with "Can't Stop This
Feeling I Got," which is reminiscent of the
happy power-pop feel in "U Got The Look"
and "I Could Never Take The Place Of Your
Man." (The latter song is one of the greatest,
relatively unknown songs of all time). The
song has an unrestrained, simplistic feel to it,
but if you really listen, there's more to it than
you first realize. Prince seems genuinely happy while singing it and yells out "We're in Ii
butt-kickin' mood tonight y'all!" There's also
plenty of his trademark screams:
"New Power Generation" "pumps the big
noise of the nineties" in one of the most ferociously funky dance tunes to come about in a
long time. The singers call out for people to
';Lay down your funky weapon, come join us
on the floor," and exclaim "Making love and
music's the only things worth fighting for!"
The new power generation wants to change
the world and Prince tells "them:" 'The only
thing in our way is you. Your old fashioned
music. Your old ideas. We're sick and tired of
you tellin' us what to d:o ... I hope they bury
your old ideas the same time they bury you."
He later screams out, "Pardon us for carin',
we didn't know it -was against the rules!!" I
would have put this song out as the fust single myself.
Morris Day sings lead with The Time on
"Release It." The beat is very heavy and the
. vocals and horns are done in a staccato-like
- manner. bay sings, ''I
the fwiic in my
face. I can't stand tight-asses in my place.
Let's get hyped y'all. Release it." Prince
seems to reserve the best Time material for
his album and keeps Day's obnoxiousness to
a minimum by directing most of it to The
Time's new album, "Pandemonium." Day's
sexist bravado gets old and overkill could
have cost Prince sales.
The slow, methooical beat and soulful gui-

need

tar of 'The Question Of You" give the song a
very mysterious feel. There are also intermittent bouts of hand clapping and an odd harpsichord solo (Was he watching The Addams
Family just before he put this in?) that adds
strange character and depth. _
Prince is up to his old, nasty ways on "We
Can Funk." (Think of a word very close to
" ~ " and you'll get the picture) He's "testin' positive for the funk" and proclaims, "I
could tell you things to get you excited.
Things you never heard. You know the Kama
Sutra? I could rewrite it in half as many
words. I'm scared. 'Cause if I don't kiss you
I'm gonna go mad baby. (switch to whisper)
Take off my clothes." Dirty and fun, not like
the filthy, obscene trash of certain others
we've been subjected to recently.
Prince must have had David Lynch's movie
"Blue Velvet" in mind when he wrote "Joy in
Repetition." He recreated the genre perfectly
in this eerie song, about a man who enters a
bar where "the song's a year long and had
been playing for months when he walked into
the place." All the customers have introverted
looks on their faces and the chanteuse is "up
on the mic repeating two words over and over
again" and he loses himself in the words,
which are "a little bit behind the beat, just
enough to turn you on." She "says the words
'til he can take nor more" and he drags her
from the stage and trys to talk to her, but she
will only keep saying the two words, which
"fall between the drops (of the rain) and the
moans of his condition." The words are "Love
Me." Now, recall the strange relationship between Jeffrey and Dorothy in "Blue Velvet"
and the scene, which should be burned into
your mind, where Don_>thy is raping Jeffrey
and says "Hit Me" over and over again. A coincidence? I think not. I bet he LOVES ''Twin
Peaks."
Prince "can't hold it" on ''Tick, Tick,
Bang." He tells the bombshelVtease in the
song, "lfl ever get ya, let me tell ya how long
I'd last before I'd tick, tick, tick, tick, tick,
BANG! All over you." Prince adamantly declares, "It's no cheap thrill'' and that he
"wants a 24 karat relationship." The wailing
guitars suit the sentiment perfectly.
Sure to be a single is "Shake," performed
by George Clinton. The song is not melodic.
Basically, it just has a beat and near spoken
vocals. It is very repetitive,,btit the alternating
intensity of the beat makes it infectious.
"Graffiti Bridge" is a great, umelated collection of songs, with lots of hit potential.
Maybe its character will be more resolved after the release of the movie. Even if you don't
care for his music, Prince proves he's still one
of the most creative and interesting artists
ever to walk the face of the earth.

Movie R e v i e w s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - by Jim Grossman
Mark Ott
The following is a list of movies designed
for the law student on the go. With limited
free-time in mind, we have included ten movies with a brief summation and recommendation (or lack thereof). The movies are available on video cassette to make viewing that
much easier. Also each touches on law in
some manner, making them that much more
appropriate for our audience. In the next issue: The Mob and the Movies.
The Accused Jodie Foster's Oscarwimring performance as a rape victim who is
first victimized by her assailants, and then by
the legal system.
Jim: Highly recommended.

Mark: Highly recommended.
To Kill a Mockingbird - The story centers
on two childrens changing respect for their father as they mature in a small southern town.
In a captivating trial sequence, Gregory Peck
delivers the closing argument of a lifetime.
Jim: Highly recommended.
Mark: Highly recommended. There is nothing to dislike about this movie.
The Paperchase - If you have not already
seen this movie, there is no reason to now.
The only thing the first-year Harvard students
have in common with William Mitchell students is that they both take contracts.
Jim: Abstain.
Mark: Recommended.
True Believer - A defense attorney is reminded by his clerk about what really matters

in life. James Woods and Robert Downey Jr.
star.
Jim: Recommended.
Mark: Abstain.
Criminal Law - What if your greatest victos
ry as a trial attorney turns out to be freeing a
psychotic killer? Gary Oldman and Kevin Bacon star.
Jim: Recommended.
Mark: Not Recommended.
Presumed Innocent - Harrison Ford plays
an attorney forced to put his trust in the legal
system he has seen fail throughout his life.
Jim: Read the book, by then it will be out
on video tape.
Mark: Books are superior to movies.
The Verdict - Paul Newman could have
won an Oscar for this role, but I guess The
Color of Money was considered better. New-

man plays an alcoholic, out of luck attorney
who takes his last shot at respectability.
Jim: Recommended.
Mark: Abstain.
From the Hip - Judd Nelson and Elizabeth
Perkins star in this legal comedy.
Jim: Not recommended.
Mark: Not recommended.
Nuts - Barbara Streisand and Richard Dreyfus star in this film which questions the ability
of the court systein to make objective determinations on the sanity of people.
fun: Not recommended.
Mark: Recommended.
Jagged Edge - Glen Close and Jeff Bridges
use the court room as one of the many arenas
for their psychological battle.
Jim: Highly recommended.
Mark: Highly recommended.

Quick Spin _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _......_ _ _ _ __
by Liz Carlson
Neil Young & Crazy Horse: Ragged Glory
Attention all Neil Young fans: run, don't
walk; beg, borrow, or buy Ragged Glory; go
home; and prepare for major listening pleasure. Likewise if you are not yet -a Neil Young
fan.
In his hottest album since Rust Ne11er
Sleeps, Young in tight collaboration with
"Poncho'' Sampedro, Billy Talbot, and
Ralph Molina, serves up the best rock in a
long time for listening to, dancing to, singing
to, or making love to. Ragged Glory is that
good.
What we have here is pounding tenderness,

steely compassion, lyrics worth repeating, and
a gritty love for things -that matter - and, as
ever, Young's signature cynicism about
things that shouldn't matter, but somehow do,
and things that should work out, but somehow
don't We're talking poetry, serious guitar
power, and total craftsmanship, right down to
the feedback.
I can only imagine what this music might
sound like to a 16-year-old in 1990. For those
of us who have survived 30, Ragged Glory is
proof positive not only that rock-n-roll will
never die, but its good for you, too.
Where does Neil Young get this stuff?
From anger at friends who died too young?

From personal involvement with people who
beat cocaine addiction? From successfully parenting a kid with cerebral palsy? From living
and surviving in America? He's been there
and back again.
Your ecstatic reviewer is especially taken
by the two ten-minute jams on the album. In
"Love and Only Love," Young belts it out:
"Love and only love will endure/Hate is
everything you think it is/Love and only love
will break it down." And in "Love lO Burn,"
the band scorches and soothes as he tells a
story worth considering on this campus and
elsewhere:
"Late on night when I was walking in the

Valley of Hearts, A spirit came to me and
said, 'You've gotta move to start; You've gotta take the first step; You've gotta crawl to be
tall. And then she told me somthin'; somethin' I'll never forget: 'You've got to love to
bum; You better take your chance on love;
You've gotta let your guard down; You'd better take a chance; A chance on love, On love,
Take a chance on love."
Neil Young ©1990 Silver Fiddle Music
A.S.C.A.P.
Yup. And there's lots more where this
came from ...
Until next month, when we take a spin
Without a Note, the Grateful Dead's brand
new live album, take care - and go ahead,
take a chance.
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